
"In starting my quest in order to bring in the 
power system I knew from my prior scientific 

background, that I must legalize the 
technology.  

 
 If I do not legalize the technology and try to 
bring it out through the American people or 

even to the world, then in fact that technology 
could be blocked." ~Stanley Meyer 

 
So if your Seeing this Page of Stans Work 

Remember it is Stans Works to Get it out and 
made and used by the people for the people.  
Don’t let your ego slow you It is from STAN. 

 
ALL NOW BUILD SHARE BUILD SHARE  

Little pcs all all  
START NOW NOW NOW  

RIGHT NOW 



 

 

http://rwgresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Injector1RWGresearch.com_1.bmp


 

http://rwgresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Injector2RWGresearch.com_1.bmp


 

http://rwgresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Injector3RWGresearch.com_1.bmp


 

 

http://rwgresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Injector4RWGresearch.com_1.bmp
http://rwgresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Injector5RWGresearch.com_1.bmp


 
In figure 2-4, there is a label that says .110 DIA. STOP-SEAL SURFACE. What exactly is a "stop-seal surface," what does it imply? 

 

In some of the measurements there are negative numbers in parentheses, usually very small on the scale of thousandths. What are these numbers 

for? Are they for fabrication accuracy? 

I'm not sure about the stop seal surface, maybe there is a sealant added?  Or maybe it's just describing a stop surface like a shoulder bolt 
has.  

 When I drew up the bobbins I subtracted the numbers in parentheses from the diameter.  I think it is so that two parts will fit 
together.  Otherwise the inner diameter of one part was the same measurement of the outer diameter of the other part.  Some tolerence is 
needed so that the parts can easily be put together.  So on figure 2-4 the stainless probe measures .156 dia (-.001).  But really .156 is the 

diameter of the hole in the ceramic, and .155 is the diameter of the stainless probe. 
Could you export this model as an STL in millimeters (mm) or other unencumbered/free file format from Autodesk Inventor? 

 Quote 

  

 More… 

 
Awesome!!! 

 

Yes, seen that too.. top on the pages are readable "RE: WATER FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM    Memo WFC 423 DA"? 

 

Figures 3-X: are under Sec.3. and Figures 2-X are under Sec.2.  

 

"WATER FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM" has Sec.4. in "Memo WFC 423 DA" in 'The Birth of New Technology WFC Tech-Brief" pdf? 

 

 

the ''The Birth of New Technology WFC Tech-Brief" pdf :huh: 

 

 

 

http://open-source-energy.org/?action=post;quote=5423;topic=552.0;last=16074
http://rwgresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Injector6RWGresearch.com_1.bmp


ou know, as soon as I saw the drawing for the injector it instantly reminded me of something.  I'm not sure if the relation would actually help 

with what you're doing but you never know. 

 

So, the business end of the injector looks almost identical to the output end of.... an AIRBRUSH!  Check this out-  

 

Hmm... Looks awfully familiar...  

 

Here's a link to a manufacture, whatever a "size 1" needle, tip, and air cap is, looks small.   

 

Airbrush Parts 

http://www.paascheairbrush.com/product.cgi?group=4800&product=5055 

 

This may not be EXACTLY right, but may help in the fact that having those 2 parts (needle and cap) machined may cost a fortune. 

http://www.paascheairbrush.com/product.cgi?group=4800&product=5055
http://www.paascheairbrush.com/product.cgi?group=4800&product=5055


 

RE: Water Injector 3D Models 

« Reply #4, on May 30th, 2012, 05:41 AM »Last edited on May 30th, 2012, 06:07 AM by securesupplies 

OK Thank you for Stating Software you used it always helps,  

 

To some degree the separate but adjacent Solenoids  

controlled some of the flow and reduced on flow ,solenoids can now be primed  

to a pressure  are primed and release a fixed amount of gas/fluid.   

 

Your points are valid and we are all looking at them give 24 hrs. 

  

To investigate  more the adaptions of solenoid and small travel length to injection point see and  look at LPG after market kits particulary 

from Italy look at italy70%) and Omnitech 30 % as they do more direct port no distance after solenoid.   

 

 

After market ECU , Computer controllers (obdII ) can now replace some of Stephen injectors controller , distributor ignition and accelerator 

he made with stan. 

 

Thank you for your point raising post  

and good interpretations of the specs it is very valuable  feed back 

 

I have attached some pictures of  solenoids on modern lpg conversions  

they are slightly removed from the injection point they work by being primed, the solenoid to give a fixed burst of gas/fluid they are 

extremely efficient and can easily driver pressure and measure volume to injector and ecu can easily handle timing to give voltage to 

injectors.  

 

 

We must get more LPG guys involved with their teams 

 and  HAck on parts they have laying around they could have or put together a part wedged in  

 running in 24 hrs from final versions.  

 

Injector is developing    

 

vic sections and coils boards more testing  

tech drawing work on other items  for reproduction  

costing & trails 

all need doing  

drawing and 3d help alot so that is a good section to nail where ever possible  

 

on several part wfc, gas gun, housings  

while others do electronics testing and build with vic and coils charts , 

http://open-source-energy.org/?topic=552.msg5429#msg5429


 

 
 



 
 

 

 



 

Thanks! Glad to see some positive feed back! 
I can export the files as .dwg, .catproduct, .ige, .igs, .iges, .jt, .x_b, .x_t, .g, .neu, .sat, .ste, .stp, .step, .stl, .xgl, .zgl. 

 
Also, added a cutaway of the injector. 

 
SecureSupplies: Thanks! :D 

I do not have a donate button right now, but maybe I should get one. 
Point me to some schematics and I'll see what I can do. 

 
Oh right, stl formatted files for haxar. I didn't find where I could change the measurements to metric. I used imperial since that's what Stan 

Used. I updated the first post with the attachment. 

have a look through this document (http://www.scribd.com/doc/4110288/Run-Car-on-Water-stanley-meyer-resonant-electrolysis-cell-
system-collection) for the injector start at page 29 the vic bobbin and ss wire is also taked about further down this is back in 2007 

Could you export them to DWG?  That seems like the only option for importing to blender.  This plug in seems a bit old, not sure if it will 
work on the latest blender version: 

http://pythonide.blogspot.com/2009/04/dwg-support-for-blender.html 
 

Importing the stl always seems so messy, im hoping that works better... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/4110288/Run-Car-on-Water-stanley-meyer-resonant-electrolysis-cell-system-collection
http://www.scribd.com/doc/4110288/Run-Car-on-Water-stanley-meyer-resonant-electrolysis-cell-system-collection
http://pythonide.blogspot.com/2009/04/dwg-support-for-blender.html


 

Food For Thought 
 

Electrode Materials 
 

Thank you Stanley Meyers & Stephen Meyers 
 

Alumina Oxide -  Uses for Rods and Tubes Ceramic- high purity, translucent aluminum oxide and hot pressed aluminum oxide as well as 
marketing a grade of sintered aluminum oxide specifically designed for armor applications.high purity, used  military applications, .  

 
Aluminum Nitride -  Fully dense aluminum nitride materials. The key characteristic are High Thermal Conductivity, Electrical Insulator 

receptivity , Corrosion Resistance, Large, complex Shape potential Uses: Microwave, semiconductor,   
 

Aluminum Silicate- This material is resistant to chemicals, wear and oxidation, strength both mechanical and dielectrical and lower 
thermal expansion.  

 
Boron Nitride - Excellent wear applications and one of the hardest materials found. Used in tool bits and cutting tools. 

  
Boron Carbide – Lightest weight technical ceramic material as well as high hardness. Fully dense boron carbide is produced by hot 

pressing. Other characterized as follows: erosion resistance, high modulus, and neutron absorber. Boron Carbide used in semiconductor 
components, sputtering targets, wear components, boron carbide tiles, armor and boron carbide B4C nuclear  

  
Ferrites - Ferrites Ceramic magnets main advantage, they are inexpensive with excellent magnetic qualities providing a wide of 

commercial and industrial applications. 
 Lossy Materials- Heating characteristics are good enough that they may be used as the only significant microwave absorber. In many 

cases, the microwave-induced reactions require only a small percentage of the conventional syntheses.  
 

Macor - Used for glass ceramic machining. An excellent insulator at high voltages, various frequencies, and high temperatures up to 
800oC to 1000oC. Will not outgas in vacuum environments when baked out properly.   

 
Quartz - Ultra-hard material for machining of components and parts  

 
Silicon Carbide -This material has a high strength, low density, oxidation resistance (reaction bonded) characteristics. Quality thermal 

shock resistance, high hardness, wear resistance, low thermal expansion and electrical conductivity.   
 

Silcon Nitride - High Thermal Conductivity – Electrical Insulator – Corrosion Resistant. Totally dense material having a scope of 
compositions that can be manufactured cost effectively including complex forms and shapes.    

 
Titanium Carbide - Extremely hard material with high tech properties used for such products as wear parts, heat shields, tool bits, and 

resistant coatings.  
 Titanium Diboride - Extraordinary hardness fully dense, hot pressed, electrically conductive ceramic with exceptional hardness. Titanium 

Diboride can be machined using conventional technique. Used in sputtering targets, wear components. 
 

Titanium Nitride - Thin film hard coating for medical, aerospace and wear resistance parts and components. 
  

Titanium Oxide - Applications for high thermal conductivity, corrosion resistant, low friction, strength moderate, high dielectric properties, 
and electrical conductivity. 

 
Zirconia - Zerconia ceramics have high mechanical strength and toughness. Excellent surface smoothness. 

  
Zirconium Carbide - Excellent hardness, high melting point & strength, superior electrical conductivity 

Zerconium Oxide - High density, high temperature capability up to 2400°C, with high strength and fracture toughness, high hardness and 
wear resistance and good chemical resistance.  

 
SPECIAL NOTE 

 
To those of you getting excited and involved now,  

 
Please allocated a percentage of your time to  

 
1. Saving all pages in a organised folder way, and you too back it up again on a removable drive. 

 
2.Saving the Videos Go through you tube videos from Russ and Others and Dowload load them in mp4 format you can 

use http://www.downloadhelper.net/  
a well proven video saver in flv and mp4, reason you want to save mp4 you can re upload to other sites easily and share. 

 
3. Come up with ingenious ways low profile to raise donations for RWG Research.  

This could be helping russ consolidate orders, make website for ordeirng that have a clear donation option For RWG. 
 

4. Remember Stephen Meyers was Stan Meyers Twin Brother and say a pray for them both for working hard to think up ways to design 
things and to Leave us the knowledge in term and words we lead us to the answer every time Thank you Boys.  

 
5. Welcome the young un jaded and Skilled to the Forum , they are the future. 

You forgot Tungsten. Remember  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irving_Langmuir 

and also Graneu's experiments. 

http://www.downloadhelper.net/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irving_Langmuir


 

 
Securesupplies, 

 
I'm sure that would work just fine. A low dielectric constant is important because you don't want the capacitance of the large part of the 

injector effeceting the tapered area capacitance. Macor has a dielectric constant of about 6 unitl the temp goes beyond 150 C. As we all 
know macor is what Meyer used but it is quite expensive. 

The airbrush also closely works like an atomizer. 
The atomizer was used for perfumes back in the day. 

OMG MOMENT FROM DAN FROM FORUM  =GOD BLESS 

It seems that what Stanley Meyer built, or was attempting to build, was an electrolysis / direct fuel injector / spark plug hybrid. 

STAN %#%#% INVENTED THIS BEFORE ITS TIME TOO!!!!!! 

 

 



A closer look at Direct Injection for fueling Gas and Diesel Motors 

 

You Getting it yet? 

The advantages + Disadvantages of direct injection 

Contributed by: Enginebasics.com 

Direct injection is a new technology that is finding its way onto many of the new gasoline and diesel 

engines that are coming to market. Many of us do not understand how this type of injection differs to what 

we have always had on EFI fuel systems. The goal of this article is to explain the difference between 
standard port fuel injection and direct injection. 

What is Direct Injection? 

Direct injection is just as the name implies. It’s fuel that’s DIRECTLY INJECTED into the combustion 

chamber. This is made possible by fuel injectors that work at injection pressures of around 2,000 psi. 

Sounds unreal right? Remember that while you may have a static cylinder pressure between 100 psi and 

300 psi, depending on the compression of the motor, during actual combustion cylinder pressures spike to 

much higher levels. To be able to then inject fuel into this high-pressure environment, an even higher-

pressure fuel injector must be used. This gives us the ability to inject fuel directly into the cylinders high-

pressure environment at any time during the engine cycle. 

http://www.enginebasics.com/EFI%20Tuning/EFI%20Basics.html
http://www.enginebasics.com/Engine%20Basics%20Root%20Folder/Fuel%20Injectors.html
http://www.enginebasics.com/Advanced%20Engine%20Tuning/Static%20vs%20Dynamic.html
http://www.enginebasics.com/Engine%20Basics%20Root%20Folder/Fuel%20Injectors%202.html


 

What is Port Injection? 

Port injection is when the fuel is injected prior to entering the cylinder in the intake manifoldports. This type 

of injection relies on an injection of fuel at pressures between 40 psi and 80 psi. The fuel pressure 

regulator controls the pressure of the fuel injector. The velocity of the intake port air as well as port shape 

and spray pattern of the fuel injector are all very important in making a port injection system function 
properly. 

What are the benefits of Direct Injection on Diesel and Gasoline 
motors? 

There are many benefits to direct injection, but we will just focus on the more important ones: 

1. Cooling of combustion temperatures. Because the fuel can be directly injected into the combustion 

chamber you get a far greater cooling effect as the fuel atomizes and changes from a liquid to a gas under 

the forces of compression. 

2. The ability to control the injection during the combustion cycle. While all of the fuel used in the 

combustion process is injected in a port injection type setup, Direct Injection can inject measured amounts 

of fuel DURING the combustion cycle to aid in the burn cycle and flame propagation through the firing 
stroke. 

3. Greater control of avoiding detonation and pre-ignition. Because of the ability to control the timing of the 

injection of fuel into the combustion chamber, like we talked about in number two above, we can also use 

that control to avoid pre-ignition and detonation. On current EFI equipped set-ups we have always 

used ignition timing to control the burn sequence, but with direct injection we now have another option of 
control. 

Now this is not the entire list of benefits that can be had from direct injection, but it is a good start at the 
major ones. Getting into the other benefits about emissions and quieter diesel operation we will not get into. 

Downsides to direct injection 

Like any new technology, it’s expensive. Hopefully you will never have to replace one of these injectors 

because they can be 5X-10X the cost of a standard fuel injector. While this price discrepancy will slowly 

disappear as this technology becomes more and more common, for now it needs to be addressed. Other 

than the cost, there are no real downsides. What will be interesting to see is if some short falls are 

discovered as the aftermarket scene will start to push these direct injection motors and injectors past there 
limits. 

In a discussion on direct injection with another engineer the follow was written: 

"For those not familiar, direct injection puts the injector nozzle in the combustion chamber, similar to how 
a diesel runs. A diesel relies heavily on injector timing to control combustion and a glow plug to make sure 

there is something to start the flame front in the chamber. Direct injection also relies on injector timing, but 

maintains the spark plug to actually light the mixture and control combustion. The injectors must operate at 

extremely high pressures as combustion pressures can exceed 2000psi and the fuel has to spray in under 

http://www.enginebasics.com/Engine%20Basics%20Root%20Folder/Intake%20Manifold.html
http://www.enginebasics.com/Engine%20Basics%20Root%20Folder/Fuel%20Pressure%20Regulator.html
http://www.enginebasics.com/Engine%20Basics%20Root%20Folder/Fuel%20Pressure%20Regulator.html
http://www.enginebasics.com/Advanced%20Engine%20Tuning/Intake%20Runner%20Length.html
http://www.enginebasics.com/EFI%20Tuning/Det%20Cans.html
http://www.enginebasics.com/Engine%20Basics%20Root%20Folder/Distributor.html


these conditions. To reach these pressures, they use an electric lift pump to pump fuel from the tank to a 
mechanical pump on the engine, running nearly 3000 psi of fuel pressure in some cases. 

Stratified combustion takes this one step further, and direct injection does not mean it also has stratified 

combustion. Stratified combustion engines are designed so that at TDC, there is a small pocket of air that is 

highly turbulent. The fuel injector sprays fuel into this small pocket and the charge motion causes the fuel to 

atomize very well, but limits the fuel movement to that charge pocket. The spark plug ignites this mixture 

and as the piston pulls away from TDC, the remaining air is mixed with the mixture that is burning. The 

results are an engine that can run at incredibly lean AFRs that would be otherwise impossible as the AFR has 

to be within an allowable range to ignite. If you've ever tried to "lean burn" tune a gas engine, you'll know 

what I mean. If AFRs go much leaner then about 15.5:1, it starts getting difficult to reliably ignite the 

mixture and misfires start to happen. Get around 16.5:1 and it starts getting incredible hard to light the 
mixture. 

Stratified combustion solves this problem by creating that local pocket of air and fuel that is at much 

richer mixtures so that it can easily light it. Once it's lit, there is enough heat in the chamber to sustain the 

ignition event while the additional air is mixed in. That paper talks about this very subject and shows that 

once a "flame kernel" is established, the chance of the flame front dying drops to almost nothing. 

The direct benefit isn’t the actual leaner AFR. All that really means is you have to increase the amount of air 

introduced for a given power output requirement. Simply put, you have to burn X amount of fuel to make Y 

amount of power if efficiency remains the same. More airflow however means lower pumping loses as the 

throttle is open more for that power output. Also, that pocket of air that is swirling is very efficient at 

combustion because it is so turbulent. Not only is it efficient at burning, but they also design the pocket so 

that there is a layer of air surrounding the pocket that basically helps insulate the burning mixture from the 

piston and chamber walls, which means more heat goes into the combustion event, raising flame 

temperatures and higher combustion temperatures generally mean higher overall efficiency. It also means 

less heat goes into the piston and head. Thus, the stratified combustion improves combustion efficiency and 
the lean overall AFR reduces pumping losses. 

But due to the limited amount of fuel you can inject into that pocket of air, it also means you can’t get a ton 

of power out of stratified combustion and thus it is only applicable during low load conditions. Under heavy 

load, the injector has to fire off earlier and the entire charge gets fuel. The down fall is that you have now 

created two separate combustion areas that either can likely result in detonation and cause detonation in 

the other. Generally, you want to localize the charge as best as possible and keep it as close to the plug as 

possible. The further from the plug, the more likely it is to reach the auto-ignition point before the flame 

front reaches it. 

This is why detonation almost always shows up first at the ring lands. It’s the furthest point in the chamber 

from the plug." 

If you enjoyed this informative article, be sure to check out more of enginebasics.com engine related articles 

by using the links in the article, or found at the top of the page. Also follow us on twitter or facebook. 

Hi peoples, 
Sorry i haven't been around, Russ, have solved the problem with the tapered cavity in the water injector. No special tool required I 

remembered that tapered endmills are made for milling release angles on molds amoung other things. It will require a 1 degree taper per 
side, part # oet-59124c  at  J & L Industrial Supply. 

Here is what the real answere is - 2 degree angle on each side, part # OET-59323K 
for a tappered end mill at J & L Industrial Supply. 

Nice work indeed!  One step closer.  FYI -   Here is another large distributor that also has it: 
 

http://www1.mscdirect.com/CGI/NNSRIT2?PMPXNO=18840588&PMTERM=+OET-59323K 
 

OSG 3 Flute M42 Cobalt Centercutting Tapered Single End Mills 
Description: Tapered End Mills; Taper Angle Per Side (°): 2.00; Small End Diameter (Inch): 3/32; Number of Flutes: 3; Material: Cobalt; 

Length of Cut (Inch): 1-1/4; Length of Cut (Decimal Inch): 1.2500   
MSC #: 75024919 

 

 

 

 

http://www.enginebasics.com/index.html
http://www1.mscdirect.com/CGI/NNSRIT2?PMPXNO=18840588&PMTERM=+OET-59323K








 
I think that the .010 slots can be done on an edm so the injector can be made as per drawing and not in 3 more pieces as i thought i might 

have to do before. 
 I saw Bruxxus wrote about the length of the threaded area for the head and i think it's a good point but also think since this is experimental 
and only plan on making one injector for now chances are it will fit most small single cylinder engines. We must remember that point when 

we need 4 or more. 

========================================================== 

 

Glad to see I'm not the only one making an injector....Good work scott, you must be a machinist, or know a machinist... 
 

I have been working on one this weekend.  
So far the only thing that has slowed me down is a learning curve. I've never turned metal on my lathe before. I made a mistake with the 
spark plug threads (also my first time threading), I think my major diameter was off so it messed up the threads with each pass, after 3 

passes I stopped. My lathe does not do metric threads anyways. Once I get more practice threading I will fix them... 
 

[attachment=1722][attachment=1721][attachment=1720] 
 

Since this is my first time turning metal I decided to simplify things. I am not using a tapered center rod, and I am not using a ceramic 
insulator....I am using my own design which still maintains all the .01'' gaps. 

 
Info about my injector: 

 
The center rod is .125" (1/8). The .01 gap between the electrodes was obtained using first a 1/8 drill bit, then a .135 reamer followed by a 

.145 reamer. The injector tip is not tapered but the area is nearly the same so capacitance should be close. I'm using delrin as an insulator 
since this injector is only a proof of concept piece. I hope to have the injector done by the end of the week! 

 
[attachment=1730] 

 
Here's a pic with the center electrode in place. So far so good! 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

I noticed you said we could get the .01 slots cut using an EDM. I looked up the EDM and it seems like something which may be more 
expensive to use than typical CNC, and something a lot of machine shops might not have? 

 
Do you know where to take the injectors to get the slots cut? 

 
Electrical discharge machining 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_discharge_machining 

 
I was wondering if we could use some kind of cutoff wheel (like something used in a dremel tool) but I don't think they are that thin....There 

are also diamond bit wheels that are thinner, but I'd have to get some to see what the thickness is. 
 

I purchased some #80 drill bits and once I got them realized how small they really are. Not anything that would drill through plastic or 
ceramic...Decimal size is .0135 inches. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_discharge_machining


Here is a photo of the slots Scot had made. maybe he can explain here how he did it!  

 

I possibly have an answer for you, don't know if you want to spend the time to build the edm, but it might be worth looking at and maybe 
used in some of our experimentation, linked here, 
http://www.lindsaybks.com/bks9/edm/index.html 

 I have bought many of there books  
http://www.lindsaybks.com/index.html 

through the years and is how I built my lathe, also leaned how to cast aluminum, Jeff.:D 
PS. I also used the # 80 drill bits to drill the holes in brass nozzles I made, for the hotends I also made, on the 3d printer.  

Hi All, 
I'll try to make this clear as possible it wasn't all that complicated. 

First thing is I new is that I wanted to scrape those slots with a tool like on a 
an old shaper machine because I would have the room to do it that way. And I 

could use the compound on the lathe to give me a horizontal movement across the  
face of the part.  

 One problem was indexing the part so it could be divided into six equal parts or 
slots. I also have a milling machine with rotary table so I took the chuck off the lathe and put it on the rotary table and marked the chuck in 

the mill at every 60 degrees. Put the chuck back on the lathe and put a mark on the lathe to indicate  
against the chuck. Now I could turn the chuck by hand to each position to be cut. 

 The next issue was I needed a tool to cut the slots, that was the hard part. 
After a couple of tries what I ended up with was a 3/16 round high speed tool 

steel.  
 First step was to grind a flat spot on the tool steel about .100" back and .050 deep. That became the facing edge or the cutting edge, angle 

is not critical, straight is just fine. This i did on the bench grinder. 
 Next I put the tool in the lathe and set the cuttin edge down facing the floor. 

Then I used a home made lathe grinder from a small drywall router could have used my Dremel but for some reason I forgot I had it. It the 
Dremel has a mount made also to fit the lathe. Will show pics if you want. Then I cut about half way  

through with the grinder about .050 deep. 
 Then i turned the tool cutting edge up facing the ceiling and at an angle that gave me a slight taper toward  the back of the cutting edge for 
clearance, so basically your grinding a long taper rectangle, the flat that was ground is the front and widest part of the rectangle and also 

the cutting edge. Hope that's clear. Grind  
untill you reach .010" wide at the face edge.  

 I had to make a holder for the cutting tool to fit my lathe. 
Then shim it to center it to the lathe. 

 Now with the part in the lathe, that too takes a special part because the back of the injector is larger than the front. Set the lathe speed 

http://www.lindsaybks.com/bks9/edm/index.html
http://www.lindsaybks.com/index.html


around 450 just to give it enough resistance to not move when milling your part, and set the chuck at the mark on the lathe and a mark on 
the chuck. 

 Move your tool so the cutting edge is against the outside edge of the part, set a dial indicator at zero, if you don't have a dial indicator for 
your carriage now is a good time to make one. Move your tool away and move it to the center of the part, 

you can indicate it here too on the .400" dia. that you will be cutting through. 
Back to the center, move your tool in .001" and back out your cross feed through the part. You should see the metal curl in front of the 

cutting edge, I used a magnifing glass to see. Move the tool back to the center and take another .001" cut. Repeat untill you have cut down 
.010" , move the chuck to the next position and repeat the process again. 

 Use cutting oil and feed slow and smooth. My tool was still sharp after finishing the job. 
 Any questions feel free to ask.  

Thanks, Scot Seems easy enough to do except girinding the tool (like you said) will be the hardest part! 

All I have left is to add threads and find a 5/16 compression nut? (Anyone know any good resources?) 

hello everyone!!! 
 
so i have here some end mills by a fantastic donator named Bob, 
 
bob has been looking into this end mill and his shop and the tool company came up with the same angle: 
Quote 

Taper@ 2.19157931 (half)  or  4.38315862 included angle 

Bob wanted me to make sure to let everyone know that this may be critical and its not the standard 2 degree taper... 
Quote 

Russ, I was reading on the forums and was concerned about some of the guys thinking this is a standard 2 degree angle, when in fact it 

is not. 

my concern is, if they buy an "of the shelve" standard 2 degree end-mill they will not achieve the EXACT angle as per Stans drawings.  

If they use a standard 2 degree angle end-mill then I hope they will make the necessary angle correction's on the tip or "needle point" 

of the Positive Probe Assembly drawing, Figure 2-4. If they overlook this vital step, then the two angles of the "tip" and "Conical inner 

surface" 

will not match-up correctly, this could cause major problems since the "gap" between the two surfaces are extremely small, there is no 

room for error. 

I would hate to see someone's work be ruined because of this possible error. 

  

just a reminder, the angle was calculated by two separate companies, my machine shop and the manufacture of the end-mill, both 

companies 

calculations were identical. the tapered angle is EXACT as per the drawings. 

it was decided to give all info of the company and how to order the end mill if you wish.  
 
here is the info: 
Quote 

Company: Outils Mora Tools inc. 

Tel: 514-334-9205  extension 224     Fax: 514-334-7694 

Contact: Andy 

Website: www.omtmora.com 

 

End mill spec's 

 

Material: Carbide 

Sizes: 2 flute, 30 degree helix, 3/8 dia X 6" shank OAL, flute length 1 1/4, 

          Taper@ 2.19157931 (half)  or  4.38315862 included angle. 

please include this info: 
Quote 

When placing an order, please specify the exact material,sizes, and angles so Andy will know what End Mill they are referring too.  

 

http://www.omtmora.com/


but for now here is the end mill: 

 



 



 



 



 

So, nice to see that someone did the trigonometry to find the correct degree. I seen the post for the 2 deg and I was thinking 'nnooooooo!' 

 

I have made my positive probe, going to make the inner housing soon. Nice job on the quenching circuits BTW scot! 

 

One concern I have with the taper mill is that it is two fluted. Most reamers have many flutes to make sure there is no 'walking'. This can be 

accomplished with 3 flutes in an end mill, although more is better. What I would suggest is making the hole with the mill and then using a 

tapered reamer. Perhaps Outils Mora Tools Inc could make one of those too? 

 

Was with my father today who has a degree in tool and die and has had his own t&d machines. Him and me were talking and decided that 

Teflon would work just fine for the insulator. It is what they use as  a internal spacer in large hard line for RF transmitters. These hard lines 

are very spacious. It is in a sense coax but with two copper pipes and the spacing is maintained between the shield and the inner 

conductor with Teflon because its resistance with high voltages, flexibility and price.  

 

So with any luck when I get into work tomorrow (third shift) i will try and make this insulator. Plus with Teflon as the insulator it is auto 

sealing as it is a little soft. This way I can press fit the probe into it and press fit that assembly in the middle assembly. This also means i 

wont need the Delrin retainer at the back of the injector. 

 

As for the probe, in my previous post I asked about electro-polishing and I realized that I have a friend that works in a stainless 'to-build' 

shop and they have electro-polishing equipment that will make you think you have a mirror. However I am still concerned about the out side 

shell and its conical cavity having to be polished. I know the prints don't say this however if one is polished for reduction of arcing etc then 



the counter part should be as well. My father had a suggestion on this as well, to use a brass rod that has the proper taper on it and lapping 

compound. Starting from a course compound working your way up to a finer compound.  

 

He also suggested instead of using the typical spark plug wires or something of the sort, using what the military uses. Water proof plug 

wires. This way when you drive through water the RF qualities don't change because of the sub-arcing from the termination point and the 

injector housing. 

 

I think through our conversations today that I got him really excited and he may be joining the team! 

Hey Guys, 

  My first post but I have been researching off and on for a couple of years now.  Im building a cell and i will post pics as soon as i get 

them.  I just wanted to share this link and let all these bright minds see if there could be any help from 

this. http://www.sonozap.com/Atomizer_Nozzles.html 

water injection knowledge 

http://www.rbracing-rsr.com/waterinjection.html 

 

Here is a expansion  
 
of the flame Ignitor version  
 
drawing possible faster to deploy. 
 
any machine spec or drawing please post.  
 
 
attached  
 
  

 

 

 

Hi attached,  is  

 

the ignitor expanded drawing  for the adaptor 

 

this one should be faster to deploy.  

and ready machinable.  

 

please post machining drawing or  

version here  

 

Dan 

www.securesupplies.biz 

Sourcing & Distributing Vital Parts 

http://www.sonozap.com/Atomizer_Nozzles.html
http://www.rbracing-rsr.com/waterinjection.html
http://www.securesupplies.biz/


 

 

These principles are very interesting,  as very similar to injector internal plumbing  

https://youtu.be/tW5lUZ1nhXM 

Stan and His Brother  were in the Navy and Airforce. 

Dan 

www.securesupplies.biz 

Sourcing & Distributing Vital parts 

https://youtu.be/tW5lUZ1nhXM
http://www.securesupplies.biz/


That sounds great James, the ptfe or Teflon I think will work if the temp stays below about 400 degrees F, I use ptfe for the hotends I build 

for the 3d reprap printers we build here 

http://open-source-energy.org/?fid=40  

 

   

Hi Forum Members 

 

OK We are working this one as well for speed now to I am posting  

pics 

 

 Simple in Design and may pave way for others to push and work while  

 with a suitable easy to adjust design as other more refined form  

forms are completed,  

 

If you can can base the first thread on standard thread size for chevy ford  

( any ok for end  of Spark ignitor(spark plug with extended electrode)  

 

GOOGLE SKETCH UP  

 

please sketch up other parts with sizing and post in sketup file or cnc files  

and we can get this one going 

 

Should be easy and fast please support on this one   

as will work and be readily mass produced. 

 

Note  

 

For the little pc  

 

I feel it should be ceramic to provide some insulation and atomize the hho water into mist  

 

similar to what you see in  

water injectors into boilers systems.  

 

stan said 125 psi, to injectors  may be less bu take note! 

 

It also may be cool to use a water/gasoline pump and mechanical  

type pressure regulator so in effect it may only need 30-50 psi and it is regulared 

to the injector with simple flange diaphram presure regular also post here.  

 

Daniel  

Sourcing and distributing hard to find parts 

www.secureuspplies.biz  

 

http://open-source-energy.org/?fid=40
http://www.secureuspplies.biz/


POWER TO YOU GOD SPEED 

 

Please push forward 11 cell work 

 

 

 

============================ 

Fuel Pressure Regulator. 

 

What is a regulator? 

 

A very simple fixed pressure non adjustable regulator pictured.  

This is a 3 port type. These have a connection to the inlet tract via the small pipe fitting on the right, to keep fuel pressure at a fixed value 

ABOVE inlet manifold pressure. >>> 

 

A fuel pressure regulator is a small device with a diaphragm inside that maintains a constant pressure (or tries to) regardless of the rate of 

flow. Basically you can put any fuel pressure in, and get a constant "set" pressure out - however much the input pressure might vary. So a 

Fuel injected car for example has a pump that might run at anything between 150psi static, and 50psi under flow conditions in use. This is 

"regulated" by your fuel pressure regulator to (usually) 45psi constant (3 bar). 

   



 

I am posting this And more screen shots  

 

EVERY LITTLE THING COUNTS. SO uptake is faster.  

 

I encourage every one to share to all , 

 

 lpg , ecu guys ,hot rodders and mechanic installers.  

 

As Attached .  

 

DAn 

www.securesupplies.biz 

http://www.securesupplies.biz/


 



 



 



Ref again  

hello everyone!!! 

 
so i have here some end mills by a fantastic donator named Bob, 

 
bob has been looking into this end mill and his shop and the tool company came up with the same angle: 

 

Quote:Taper@ 2.19157931 (half) or 4.38315862 included angle 
 

Bob wanted me to make sure to let everyone know that this may be critical and its not the standard 2 degree taper...  

 

Quote:Russ, I was reading on the forums and was concerned about some of the guys thinking this is a standard 2 

degree angle, when in fact it is not. 

my concern is, if they buy an "of the shelve" standard 2 degree end-mill they will not achieve the EXACT angle as per 

Stans drawings.  

If they use a standard 2 degree angle end-mill then I hope they will make the necessary angle correction's on the tip 

or "needle point" 

of the Positive Probe Assembly drawing, Figure 2-4. If they overlook this vital step, then the two angles of the "tip" 

and "Conical inner surface" 

will not match-up correctly, this could cause major problems since the "gap" between the two surfaces are extremely 

small, there is no room for error. 

I would hate to see someone's work be ruined because of this possible error. 

 

just a reminder, the angle was calculated by two separate companies, my machine shop and the manufacture of the 

end-mill, both companies 

calculations were identical. the tapered angle is EXACT as per the drawings. 
 

it was decided to give all info of the company and how to order the end mill if you wish.  
 

here is the info: 
 

 

Quote:Company: Outils Mora Tools inc. 

Tel: 514-334-9205 extension 224 Fax: 514-334-7694 

Contact: Andy 

Website: http://www.omtmora.com 

 

End mill spec's 

 

Material: Carbide 

Sizes: 2 flute, 30 degree helix, 3/8 dia X 6" shank OAL, flute length 1 1/4, 

Taper@ 2.19157931 (half) or 4.38315862 included angle. 
please include this info: 

 

 

Quote:When placing an order, please specify the exact material,sizes, and angles so Andy will know what End Mill 

they are referring too. 
 

I will make a video to get this info out there.  

 

but for now here is the end mill: 

http://www.omtmora.com/


here it is in 

my hands!!! Thanks to BOB!!!! i will be sending this to scot for further creation of the injector: 



 

 
 

Manny Blessings go out to everyone Involved!!! God Bless 

~Russ 



 

 

Hi there all, 

 I think this is right in answer to your question about the length of the positive probe. 

On page 2-2 plug housing, seal cavity is .993 to meet c bore cavity. 

On page 2-3 water inlet housing check distance 2.685 to distance 2.675 on page 2-2 

plug housing. 

That difference is .010 clearance at the threaded end 

On 2-3 the through hole is .395 x .250 

On 2-6 the ceramic insert is .395 at the tip 

The overall length of the positive probe is 6.625 

On 2-4 the ceramic insulator is not a matching piece there is no discrepancy or space  

not provided for. But there is one or two issues else ware just can't  remember where. 

 Thanks, Scot  

i calculate approx 0.121ml of gas/water droplets are in the active water splitting zone at any given time. 



 

 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 

http://open-source-energy.org/?action=dlattach;topic=536.0;attach=2265 SMeyer-WO9222679A1-Water_Fuel_Injection_System.pdf - 

Dear JP, Thanks for the document. I did not have it yet. 

 

The document proves my question.  In this patent Stanley describes an injector in which water, ionized gases and recycled exhaust gas 

are mixed and then fed to the high voltage zone.  So the high voltage is applied on this gasious mixture. 

 

But, the latest injector drawing Russ came up with is for the WFC 423 DA patent.  This injector only has an inlet for water. (So no ionized 

and recycled exhaust).  Meaning, the injector only has water, as a fluid, in the tapered high voltage zone. 

So from the injector only comes the hydrogen fuel. 

 

 

Ionized gases and recycled exhaust are fed through the cilinder inlet valve into the combustion zone.  They are 

intermixed in the "fuel mixing chamber".  On the pictures a delrin box with 3 solenoids. On this box are inputs for 

http://open-source-energy.org/?action=dlattach;topic=536.0;attach=2265


exhaust gas, ionized gas and a third one.  Some people think it is for idle air. 

 

So the question is: Is it correct that in WFC 423 DA the injector injects only the hydrogen fuel gas from water as a 

fluid and that the environmental gasses (ionized air and exhaust gas) are coming from the mixing chamber through 

the inlet valve? 

 

 

*** Jaw Drop *** 
Simply Astounding. Great Work! 

 
I was having issues sorting out, in my head, how the "Quenching Circuit Passageways" fit together with the "Distribution Cavity". 

 
If I had to take a stab in the dark... the ceramic insulates all the way to the start of the "needle point" then... you have those 6 slots in the 

ceramic. Which allows the water to enter the "needle" 
 

I apologize for putting a very bad picture in comparison to an excellent picture. 
Does that help get the idea across? 

 

I  WE HAVE MANY IRON IN THE FIRE , 
EVERY DRAWING IMAGE HELPS EVEN IF BORING PC OR PART, IT MAKES IT GO BEYOND WHAT STAN DID AND LIGHTNING 

FAST   
 

KEY HERE IS TO MAKE THIS GO VIRAL IN SCHOOLS LPG INSTALLER AND STREET RODDERS ETC  
 



THE NEW "MOON SHINE" 
PLEASE HAVE A CRACK AT THE ATTACHED  

ROUGH ORDER OF IMPORTANTANCE  
 

11 CELL WFC 
GAS PROCESSOR  

hERMANS iNJECTORS  
EXHAUST REGULATOR 

STEAM RESONATOR 
WATER LEVEL INDICATOR  

STANS HEATER OR ANY PARTS THERE OF.  
 

ALL OR ANY PEOPLE WANT TO WORK ON IS GOOD.  
WE CAN'T HAVE TOO MANY TECHNICAL OR 3D RE PRESENTATIONS 

SO GO FOR IT WE NEED YOUR ASSISTANCE   
 

a SPECIAL NOTE QUENCHING TUBE IS BECOMING IMPORT STIL NEED TO  
FISHED THAT THERE LAST REFERRAL i GOT WAS TO HERE FOR  

EXPLOSION PROOF QUENCHING TUBE  
SOME WHERE IN THIS DIRECTORY .  

 
http://www.powderbulksolids.com/manufacturers 

QUENCHING SEE THREAD  
 

DAN. 

 

http://www.powderbulksolids.com/manufacturers


 

 
For those that have no access to expensive cad software there is a good open source solution named 

FreeCAD: http://sourceforge.net/projects/free-cad/ Available for Windows, Linux and Mac. Maybe suitable for 3D printing as well? 

HMS-776: To be honest, it's just because the program is quite easy to use. I learned it while on my robotics team in high school a couple 
years ago. 

 
SecureSupplies: Do you know where I can get schematics with exact measurements like Russ posted with the injectors? Otherwise I'd be 

going blind and am liable to mess something up. 
 

Sharky: If someone has a 3D printer I'm sure they already have some sort of CAD software :P But that program looks quite good. Very 
similar to the program that I'm using too! 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/free-cad/


 
O hai Russ! Thanks for the kind words. 

Yes, everything fits up up to the ceramic insert blocking off water flow to the probe from the inlet housing, this is fixed simply by reducing 
the end of the ceramic insert by .010" like in the drawing below. The only other odd thing was the retaining cap's dimensions, it doesn't fit 
all the way to the base of the ceramic insert's little stopper arrow thing. But this could be intentional so it can get more force on it with the 

clamping nut. But all in all it seems like a viable design, I think it could be compacted though and have been tossing some ideas around in 
my head. And yeah, you can use my drawings wherever you'd like, you can use BAM5 or Brian. And if there's any specific part you'd like a 

close up and labeling of just ask. 
 

RavenousEmu: Not quite. Take a look at this, hopefully it'll clear some things up: 

 

here is some 3D drawings by BAM5 AKA Brian over at the forms: 

http://open-source-energy.org/forum/showthread.php?tid=552 

 

 

http://open-source-energy.org/forum/showthread.php?tid=552
http://rwgresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Stanley_meyer_Injector_drawn_by_BAM5_1.png
http://rwgresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Stanley_meyer_Injector_drawn_by_BAM5_2.png


 

 

 
Here's another program with better development: 

http://brlcad.org/ 
http://sourceforge.net/projects/brlcad/ 

 
I was looking at BAM5's drawing of the quenching circuits and how hard they would be to machine out.  Would it be possible to have a die 

that could strike the circuits into the metal?  Much like how a coin is struck.  That would probably more force than any of us has in our 
garages though... the BFH might not be precise enough.:P 

 
Nate 

This may help some that is trying to mill the 10 thousands slots for the quinching 
disk.http://www.micro100distribution.com/pdf/endMills.pdf $28.20 each 

BAM5 
========================= 

 
I may be wrong in my interpretation but I believe the quenching slots should be at a 30 degree angle (Stan states 30 degrees from center in 

the drawing). I think the angle causes the water to swirl and completly fill the space between the voltage zones. Any air pockets could 
result in arcing which will drain the charge off. 

http://brlcad.org/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/brlcad/
http://www.micro100distribution.com/pdf/endMills.pdf
http://rwgresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Stanley_meyer_Injector_drawn_by_BAM5_3.png
http://rwgresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Stanley_meyer_Injector_drawn_by_BAM5_4.png


 
Another thing with these injectors, when you think about them. The injection and compression strokes of an engine are pretty short, 

combine this with varying RPM's (automobile engines) and it seems likely that these injectors could have timing issues. Think about it, you 
have to inject the water, split the water, and then get a spark to occur at the right time. If there is water between the gap it could short out 
the spark energy and prevent a spark all together. If a conventional distributor is used I don't think it would even be possible to get a spark 
duration long enough to split the water and ignite the gasses at the right time. Anyways, Stan must have had a more complex system in the 

end. 
I thought about the timing too.  I almost think the resonant chambers have to be producing gas all the time.  The amount of gas could be 

varied by timed water pressure(or vacuume?), and a surge or spike in voltage when the gasses need to be ignited for power stroke. 
dont forget that the gas may ignight on its own via compression if the mix is right?!?! and look at the expansion of the gas... 

 
i like the swirling :) idea! lol i think he has it drawn right but that may be a change we can make :)    

 
just some thoughts... 

 ~Russ 

 
From This document http://www.scribd.com/doc/4110288/Run-Car-on-Water-stanley-meyer-resonant-electrolysis-cell-system-

collection some people may have already seen this so sorry about that. there looks to be a number of things going on here i am not seeing 
the introduction of the others gases. this is a extract from the document (The system starts with a normal 12V car battery and a tank full of 

water (salt, frsh or distilled). Under computer control, the Voltage Intensifier Circuit is energised by the battery to generate high voltage 
pulses at a very lowcurrent, <1 milliamp, the voltage being responsive to the throttle. Simultaneously,water and ambient air are mixed into a 

water mist which is injected with laser energy and fed to each fuel injector. There it is subject to high voltage pulses which, virtually 
simultaneously, lead to the separation of the hydrogen and oxygen gases, and the explosive energy enhancement. A special high voltage 
pulse, applied at the exit of the fuel injector, ignites the gases as they enter the cylinder.) The words " injected with laser energy" Hmm. all 

fuels have some kind of treatment look up ingredient Diseal,Petrol so why would water be any different. 
there are to many different variations/stages of stans system so to rule out a water only injection is unlikely. the gas possessor and ambient 

air and recycled Exhaust gas's can inter from the intake... 
 

always KISS!  
================================================================================= 

TeaJunky, 
 

There are 2 types of Injectors: 
 

One type had both gasses and water which traveled through it. It had two  seperate inlets and porting, One for gas and one for water.  This 
injector is explained and shown in Canadian Patent 2,067,735. 

 
The injector we have drawings of is a water only injector. In this application the gasses were sucked into the engine via engine vacuum. A 

specially made adapter mounted below the throttle body had connections for the hoses which carried the different gasses. 
 

Firepinto-About the injectors and timing. I think the ignition timing in this system would have to be designed specifically for the application, I 
don't believe a conventional distributor would work. I also think it would require 1 VIC coil per injector because of timing. 

Thank you guys i found what i was looking for including that Canadian patent the water injector is where i intend to focus my effords I am a 
mechtronics engineer which is a combination of mechanical,electronic engineering an some programming one thing i would say is in my 
view an old diseal engine with the a simple injection system and 1 cylinder is where i would start, my reasons timing is already sorted an 
easy to fine tune if needed,the water will not effect the injector pump to much for the testing period run some oil through the pump when 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/4110288/Run-Car-on-Water-stanley-meyer-resonant-electrolysis-cell-system-collection
http://www.scribd.com/doc/4110288/Run-Car-on-Water-stanley-meyer-resonant-electrolysis-cell-system-collection


finished with water on days of test, the voltage can be introduce from equipment on a workbence to the new water injector i only need to 
make one injector, and i have the engine. i will make and bence test the injector first with this in mind. I will need to make the gas gun as 

well when i get to the engine testing stage, just finding my feet here at the moment this is the plan. 

I agree, I dont think a distributor as we know them now will work.  It makes me wonder where he planned on mounting all those VIC coil 
boxes in a car. 

[/quote]I agree, I dont think a distributor as we know them now will work.  It makes me wonder where he planned on mounting all those VIC 
coil boxes in a car.[/quote]Found this in Meyer 1992 Global conference video: As expected there is 1 VIC coil per injector. Too bad the still 
picture is really crappy, but most of it is understandable. The picture also shows a laser distributor, probable used only for timing purposes. 

:0[attachment=1583] 
= 

ps. there is some photos/patent drawings of the injectors with all this and laser injection... there in the patents. cant remember witch one...  
 

ps. got your email! thanks!  
 

~Russ 
Stan’s pictures show ionised air/ re circulated exhaust and water droplets mixing together before being forced into the injector. I mentioned 

previously that these droplets will coalesce back into bulk liquid form in the injector voltage zone ( from some experiments involving 

ultrasonic water droplets and hollow staniless steel needle that I did some time ago). 

So now that some people have made or have access to stans injector may I suggest an fairly simple experiment to prove my point and see 

for yourself that it is not droplets that are present in the voltage zone. 

 

If you set up an ultrasonic water fogger, then pump that mist through the injector I will guarantee that no water mist will come out the end of 

the injector!  Only water as bulk water ( not a fine mist will come out).  

 

The gap stan used: 0.01" is small enough that the fine droplets condense/coalese back into bulk water, so the voltage zone is acting in 

same way as the wfc, bulk water connection between the pos/neg plates. 

 

If you have the injector where you can adjust the gap, you might find widening the gap at some point you will get water mist coming out, but 

at 0.01" no mist will come out, only bulk water. 

Interestingly that bulk water will have the ionised air and exhaust gas dissolved in it. 

 

There is some misconception that the injector voltage zone works differently to the wfc, but its the same process involving bulk water ( not 

droplets or fine mist). 

=================== 

Any chance this is still true when you subject the output end of the injector to very low atmospheric pressure? 

 

I'm told otherwise, but I still feel the environment of the combustion chamber is necessary for the injector system to operate.  The strong 

vacuum during the intake stroke would in effect cause water droplets to transform into vapor.  Then an arc at the proper time should cause 

ignition and the rapid change in pressure over to the positive side.  During combustion with the added heat, I'm still not convinced any 

vapor would condense back down to droplets; only in the exhaust stroke would I expect this to happen.  Depending upon how the injector 

was valved, the exhaust stroke may purge the injector, with some liquid being ejected back out.  So it seems feasible to me, when the 

injector is attached to an engine, liquid condensate may never actually happen during any of the engine strokes. 

[/quote]I agree, I dont think a distributor as we know them now will work.  It makes me wonder where he planned on mounting all those VIC 

coil boxes in a car.[/quote]Found this in Meyer 1992 Global conference video: As expected there is 1 VIC coil per injector. Too bad the still 

picture is really crappy, but most of it is understandable. The picture also shows a laser distributor, probable used only for timing purposes. 

:0[attachment=1583] 



 

 SEE = MEGA SQUIRT  



 

\Example how to do conversion 



 

For the 22RE (not the 22RTE, which can be pinned out from the above): 



 

 

 
  

How to MegaSquirt your Toyota 22RE 

This article submitted by D_Ginther@hotmail.com and has not been tested here at DIYAutoTune.com yet, but we 
greatly appreciate you Darin for all your hard work! 

mailto:D_Ginther@hotmail.com


Looking for the easiest way to MegaSquirt 
these trucks? Since this article was written, 
we've come out with a MegaSquirt PNP for 22RE 
powered trucks. This is a fully assembled, plug 
and play ECU that fits 1985-1990 applications, 
including 22RTE. They can be orderedhere, 
and Toyota 22RE MSPNP installation 
instructions can be found here. This article 
covers the classic, roll your own approach. 

 

Applications: 

85-88 Toyota Pickup Truck / 4-Runner  & 85 Celica (I believe) 

The instructions for building the harness will work for all 22re trucks up to 1994/1995, 

but the connector diagrams are not the same. 

  

Overview 

This is a primer on how to connect your existing wiring harness to Megasquirt-I, PCB-3, 
using MS1/Extra. The theory is that it is possible to come very close to PnP (Plug and 
Play) this system designing an adapter harness - or splicing into the existing wiring. 
This guide is written for the 22RE, non-turbo, with a 3-connector ECU. It's focused on 
removing the stock AFM and a setup to go turbo. It includes information for naturally 
aspirated 22RE also (minor changes). Certain 22RE's did have 2 connector - this guide 
does not apply. Information can be applied to integrating the 22RTE, but I have not 
tested with this ECU. 

  

http://www.megasquirtpnp.com/
http://www.diyautotune.com/catalog/megasquirtpnp-g2-t8590-for-the-8589-toyota-4age-and-22re-p-503.html
http://www.megasquirtpnp.com/docs/mspnp_g2_t8590_trucks.htm
http://www.megasquirtpnp.com/docs/mspnp_g2_t8590_trucks.htm


Disclaimer 

Incorrectly connecting Megasquirt to your existing wiring harness can damage 
electronic components that are expensive to replace. It is also possible to damage 
megasquirt. Use this guide at your own risk. Incorrectly tuning your motor can cause 
serious internal damage. 

 Also-- if you haven't already, please read the 'disclaimer' at the top of the parent page here. 

  

Overview of Toyota Connectors: 

  

  

For the 22RE (not the 22RTE, which can be pinned out from the above): 

http://www.diyautotune.com/tech_articles/megasquirt_install_writeups.htm


 

 



 

  

 The way this looks in real life, with the connector removed (ECU Photo): 

  

This photo is actually of a 2 connector 22re, but it shows the connector on the board. 

 

  

3-connector 22re board, with connector removed. 



 

  

Overview of the Toyota Ignition system for the 22RE (and others) - VAST: 

  

 

Photo taken with permission from www.megasquirt.info 

  

  

  

http://www.megasquirt.info/


Overview of Megasquirt wiring for wiring megasquirt with VAST (22re) 

  

 

Photo taken with permission from www.megasquirt.info 

  

  

Required changes to Megasquirt: 

  

The stock Toyota ECU uses a system called VAST to control ignition. This system 
allows the ECU to do complete timing control. It also means that there is a "black box" 
(igniter) between the distributor and the coil. As such, we have to make some very 
minor changes to the megasquirt system. I'm not going to go into the theory of WHY we 
need to make these changes (such as expected signal amplitude), but suffice to say 
that these changes need to be done, otherwise we can't integrate with VAST. 

  

Required changes: 

http://www.megasquirt.info/


  

For the ignition input:  
Install a 1k resistor between the right side (non-band) end of D1 and the left leg 
(banded end) of D9. This is for a 12V pull-up. Note: the "side" is critical here. 
 
 
For the ignition output on LED14/Pin36:  
Bring the ignition output from LED 14 (D14) to a pin on the DB37 connector. 

Use a small piece of wire from LED D14's leg that's closest to the DB9, over to the hole 

labeled IGN at the opposing side of the board. This results in the ignition signal 

OUTPUT on pin 36. 

  

A 5v pull up is required for this connection. Use a 250 ohm (200-250 ohm will work) 

resistor from either one of the two 5v sources on the board (they're labeled +5v). Just 

above the proto area. Run the resistor into one of these +5v holes to the wire itself - or 

directly to the hole labeled IGN. 

  

  

You'll need the following diagram to help make these changes if you haven't built 
it yourself: 



 

 

Photo taken with permission from www.megasquirt.info 

  

  

FAQ: 

 
Q: What's an IAC? 
 
A: Idle air controller. The 22RE doesn't have one. You don't have to wire it in. It's useful 
if you're going to use other types of after market throttle bodies. IE the 5.0L Explorer 
throttle body has an IAC, but it won't fit the 22re manifold without substantial 
modification. 
 
 
 
Q: Do I need to wire in the fuel pump as shown above?  
 
A: No. The fuel pump can operate independently of megasquirt, if you're retaining your 

http://www.megasquirt.info/


AFM. 
 
 
 
Q: Do I need to wire in the 02 sensor as shown above? 
 
A: The 22re came stock with an 02 sensor is warm. You DO need to wire pin 23 of 
megasquirt to the "Ox" pin. For blown applications, you need to use a wideband. HT on 
the wiring harness needs to be grounded with the 22RE it's preheat. 
 
 
 
Q: Do I need an IAT? 
 
A: Depends: you need an IAT (Air intake temperature sensor), but only if you're 
removing the stock AFM (IE going turbo). Otherwise you can use the factory IAT. For 
replacement, most GM sensors will work. I recommend and open element sensor via 
one of the following vendors (~$21): 

Click Here to view available Sensors 

 

It's 3/8 NPT. Strangely enough, if you remove the cold start injector from your manifold 

(you don't use it with megasquirt) you can tap that hole with a 1/2 NPT tap. Use a 1/2in 

to 3/8in NPT adapter (available at any hardware store, pipe section) and screw you're 

your new sensor in. 

 

This sensor will require that an additional wire gets run from Megasquirt. You can't use 

the Toyota harness. 

 

 

 

You can use other sensors, but I recommend something with an open thermistor. The 

solid sensors tend to get heat soaked. 

 

 
Q: Do I need an CLT (coolant temp sensor)?  
 
A: No. you can use the stock Toyota sensor (not the one on top of the manifold, which 
is used for the instrument cluster) you use the one in the manifold already. "THW". It 
may require calibration, I'll have to check on that. The resistance curve is listed below. 

http://www.diyautotune.com/catalog/sensors-c-36.html
http://www.diyautotune.com/catalog/sensors-c-36.html


 

Points for use with EZ Therm: 

Stock Water Temperature Sensor 

32 deg F = 6.02 Kohm 

77 deg F = 2.080 Kohm 

212 deg F = 230 ohm 

  

Stock Intake Temperature Sensor 

4 deg F 15 Kohm 

32 deg F 5.5 Kohm 

68 deg F 2.5 kohm 

140 deg F .55 Kohm 

  

  

  

So how do I hook all this up? 

 Ahh, you want me to do your homework for you eh? That's ok... 

  



 Pins 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, & 19, merge these together. We'll call them merge A They're 
all ground. At the stock connector E01, E02, E21, and E2, merge these together, 
we'll call them merge B.Connect Merge A to Merge B. 

 Pin 20, IAT. Intake air temperature sensor. This goes to the GM IAT sensor 
that you installed in your upper plenum OR it goes to THA if you're keeping 
your AFM. Note, we may need Easy Therm for the Toyota IAT. 

 Pin 21, CLT. Coolant Temperature sensor. Note - we may need to configure this 
sensor in megasquirt - use 
Easy Therm:http://www.msefi.com/viewtopic.php?t=10308 Connect pin 21 to 
THW. 

 Pin 22, TPS signal - variable output, Connect pin 22 to VTA. 
 Pin 23, 02 Signal, Connect pin 23 to Ox. 
 Pin 24, Igniter trigger to megasquirt. This is labeled as distributor on 

the Toyota diagram, but it's a "conditioned" signal from the igniter. Connect pin 
24 to Ne. 

 Pin 25 is for an IAC, not used by Toyota.Not used. 
 Pin 26 is for TPS Vref. Connect pin 26 to Vcc. 
 Pin 27 is for an IAC, not used by Toyota.Not used. 
 Pin 28 is switched 12V used to megasquirt. A 2A fuse is recommended. This may 

be redundant based on the 22re fuse box, but it's still a good idea. Connect pin 
28 to B or B1 (it doesn't matter which). 

 Pin 29 is for an IAC, not used by Toyota.Not used. 
 Pin 30 is for an Fast idle control relay. It's a switched ground. The 22RE has a 

VSV (variable speed valve) on top of the manifold, it's used to open additional 
vacuum when the AC is on (provided 12v).You could use Pin 30 to power a relay 
to activate the VSV, but I'm going to assume we're not going to do that.Not used. 

 Pin 31 is for an IAC, not used by Toyota.Not used. 
 Pins 32 & 33 can be used to pulse ground to injector bank "10" (injectors 1&2, I 

think). Note, if you're using aftermarket injectors, it would be a good idea to check 
impedance from this pin. There may be a resistor pack. A resistor pack shouldn't 
harm anything - but you need to correctly configure megasquirt for low or high 
impedance injectors. Connect pins 32&33 to "10". (see my note below*) 

 Pins 34 & 35.Not used.Fire another bank of injectors with these 
 Pin 36 - ignition signal from megasquirt to the igniter.This controls the 

timing.Connect pin 36 to IGt. 
 Last: (optional): The 22RE efi system uses a pre-heated 02 sensor.You can 

configure megasquirt to ignore the 02 sensor output until the engine is warm - 
usually this means the 02 sensor is warm enough also. The 02 sensor heater is 
switched to ignition. You need to ground it. As I prefer a "clean" signal ground to 
megasquirt, I prefer that you ground it to the exterior, rather than to 
megasquirt.Connect HT to a ground. I prefer to ground it near the MS case. 

 Pin 37 -If you're not using the AFM you do the following: use VC by jumping 
pins 1 and 5 on the AFM connector. (Pin1 = to activate fuel pump, Pin5 = VC 
= to MS fuel pump control) Connect pin 37 to VC. This grounds the circuit that 
activates the fuel pump. If you have an AFM, do nothing. The key should turn 
on your fuel pump. Another note, if you don't want MS to control your fuel pump, 
you can simply jumper pins 1 and 2. This activates the fuel pump when the 
ignition is ON, but it may be a bad idea if you're in an accident and a fuel line gets 
cut. The fuel pump will continue to run. 

http://www.msefi.com/viewtopic.php?t=10308


 

 



  

  

  

*technical note on the injectors for the 4runner/pickup:Although the wiring diagram 
indicates that there are 2 separate banks of injectors, Toyota owners indicate that the 
banks are tied together in the wiring harness near the AC compressor. This means that 
if we fire bank 10, we're also firing bank 20. For megasquirt, it doesn't matter - we're 
going to "batch" fire them all anyway... And each "bank" can control up to 10 injectors. 
As such, we could have wired 32&33 to "10" and "20" respectively and leave a spare 
bank on megasquirt. 

  

  



  

Soldered up ECU connector 

This is what it looks like, just before being soldered to a DB37 connector on the MS 
side: 

 

  

  

Configuring your spark settings: 

  



 

  

  

Output Settings: 

I have mine set to Distributor= MSnS -- All the other code types are off. 

  

For output pins, you have a choice of Fidle or LED17 (D14) -- and which you use 
depends on how the board is moded.  

  

On my v2.2 board I used fidle, but most people running the v3 board are using 
LED17/D14. The instructions you referenced in your first e-mail talk about modding the 
board so that spark output comes out of pin 36 via d14, which is why you're running a 
jumper from d14 to the IGN hole. 

  

If you go that route, then you set fidle to idle control and the LED17(D14) to Spark 
Output A. 

  

Note, this assumes you're timed correctly initially with a base timing of 10 
degrees BTDC. 



Set your trigger angle to 10. Below 20, MSnS fires ignition in "next cylinder" mode.This 
means when it receives a pulse to NE it waits until the next signal before generating the 
pulse. 

Cranking should be set to time based, but according to the MR2 gurus this doesn't 
matter as the igniter controls ignition during cranking and doesn't send a NE signal to 
the computer. This means no rpm signals while cranking. 

Fixed angle set to 16 for static timing or -10 for MS controlled timing. 

Verify that your base timing and that your advance works.. This is important. 

Spark Output Inverted: NO (very important) 

  Trim Angle, Hold Ignition and Trigger Angle Addition all should be set to zero. 

  

Dwell Control 

The stock ECU controls dwell.Various Megasquirt gurus have scoped typical dwell to 
be between 2-4ms.Too short, and your motor willstuble. Too long and you'll saturate 
your coil, which is bad. 

   

  

  

   

  

Configuring your fuel settings: 

Configuring base fuel and enrichments is beyond the scope of what I want to do today. 
With basic calculations included with megasquirt, you can get your ride running. 

You can tune basically with a narrowband 02 (bone stock). 

You'll need to learn to "self-tune" using megatune. 

Ping me directly for my fuel maps: 



D_ginther@hotmail.com 

  

  

  

Notes: 

TPS needs to be wired to go from 0 to 5v (idle to WOT) 

In brief: 

Use MSnS spark output via the FIDLE output 

Adapt the MS board using a 12v pull-up to the input and 5 v pull-up on the 
output. 

Set trigger angle to 10 deg BTDC, which causes MS to fire in the "next cylinder" 
mode. 

On the Spark Settings page, you set "Spark Output Inverted = NO". 

Dwell Control "ON", with dwell set at 2-4 ms. 

Be sure to use MegaTune 2.25p1 or later, with the appropriate S19 file. 

Best Regards 

Daniel Dontatelli 

Secure Supplies 

Fueling Healthy Communities 

I agree, I dont think a distributor as we know them now will work.  It makes me wonder where he planned on mounting all those VIC coil 

boxes in a car.[/quote]Found this in Meyer 1992 Global conference video: As expected there is 1 VIC coil per injector. Too bad the still 

picture is really crappy, but most of it is understandable. The picture also shows a laser distributor, probable used only for timing purposes. 

:0[/quote]a bit different but here is another diagram showing the parts of the injection system... 

 

you can read about it in the news letter #9... attached... 

 

[attachment=1585] 

 

also please keep in mined we can possibly to timing in a different manner...  

  

enjoy! thanks! ~Russ 



 

Nice Post  

 

I will attempt to push it further please comment  

 

There are thread for Gas Management system and ECU ECM ETC 

 

Please look at this pic.  

 

Dan  



 

As for timing concerning the electrcail part of this system the contol technolgy including software we have today allows for many options 

and new approaches to that element of the system. building and testing this injector is where we might find some answers be them good or 

bad on how close he was to getting all this to work   

Well, all the coils are doing is applying a scaling function to the voltage right? Couldn't you make the coils super small since they're dealing 

with such a small amount of amperage? I bet it'd even be possible to add the vic into the injector itself! Or at least make it a modular part of 

the injector... I really want to sit down and design a v2 injector. Also, arn't distributor caps the same as they have been? I know my 96 

pathfinder has a regular mechanical distributor cap with rotar arm etc... I guess however that is kinda old. 

 

Also, I'm curious about "injecting laser energy" into the water mist before it gets separated into HHO. I'm not sure that it's possible for the 

HHO atoms that are a part of the water molecule to absorb the em energy. Since the electrons are mostly part of the oxygen atom then 

you'd need a completely different wavelength to excite the electrons since they're in different orbitals than they would be separated. 

Although I suppose that the "laser energy" would have an effect on the ambient air that has the oxygen in its raw state... Wait. Oxygen 

usually buds up with another oxygen atom in the atmosphere making O2 and as I've questioned before, since the oxygen is in a molecule 

and not stand alone, is the light able to raise the electron to the energized state? 

 

Oh another thing that's been bothering me. Why do we keep using the term "laser energy"? Did stan use an actual laser in his 

implementation? If so is it important that we use a laser? Where what it outputs is a photon with the same wavelength and same direction 

as all the photons it outputs? Because what Russ has built wouldn't provide the same effect. An led will produce a somewhat consistent 

range of wavelength photons but their directions would be completely scattered and chaotic. The only thing that would be a factor I think 

would be the wavelength. It takes a very specific wavelength light to raise an electron of a certain orbital to an excited state. I'm not sure 

how consistent the wavelength of an led is, but the wavelength of a laser is 100% consistent. 

 

I've also been thinking... Is it possible to do the same function as Stan's resonant cavity using only light? All light is is an em wave... and all 

stan's resonant cavity does is oscillate an em field at a certain frequency... So is it theoretically possible to do the same with light since light 

can have a frequency too? I bet if you got the right frequency stan's cavity puts off a radio signal at the same frequency as it's oscillating... 

Just something I was thinking about. However it may not be efficient... It may take more amperage to send out an em wave. However I 

suppose it could be used in weapon application, but that's not our purpose. 

 

Well that turned into quite the post. 

Also! I found something that I thought may be of interest. Possibly to replace the vortex separator? 

http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.14ecfc66e7a40c1af8500f199420d1ca/?vgnextoid=43cb5242ade5c110VgnVCM1000

0032a71dacRCRD&vgnextfmt=EN&Keyword=FUEL+%2F+AIR+SEPARATORS&Wtky=FUEL+%2F+AIR+SEPARATORS# 

 

They're used for boat fuel lines, but I don't see why you can't fiddle with it to catch the venting of the "air" (the hho) and use it for fuel. The 

water then would be recycled back into the system. 

 

And yeah! 3d modeling usually helps with visualizing and identifying dimensional bugs. 

Mini psa 

 

http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.14ecfc66e7a40c1af8500f199420d1ca/?vgnextoid=43cb5242ade5c110VgnVCM10000032a71dacRCRD&vgnextfmt=EN&Keyword=FUEL+%2F+AIR+SEPARATORS&Wtky=FUEL+%2F+AIR+SEPARATORS
http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.14ecfc66e7a40c1af8500f199420d1ca/?vgnextoid=43cb5242ade5c110VgnVCM10000032a71dacRCRD&vgnextfmt=EN&Keyword=FUEL+%2F+AIR+SEPARATORS&Wtky=FUEL+%2F+AIR+SEPARATORS


Everyone, 

 

I think we will get the injectors splitting water before the cell. 

 

Not sure if anyone else has noticed but there is a progression in Meyer's work. With each design the water capacitor decreased in area and 

capacitance while the coils increased in inductance. 

 

I did a lot of studying/research on the WFC. In Meyer's water capacitor the capacitance varies wildly, and the changes occur almost 

constantly, and they're caused by a number of different things. The change in capacitance causes the resonant frequency to change. 

 

The larger the area of the water capacitor and the higher the capacitance the wider the resonant bandwidth becomes. This makes it very 

difficult to find and maintain the resonant frequency. 

 

I think Meyer realized and tried to solve this probelm by reducing the capacitance and the area of the capacitor while at the same time 

increasing the coil inductance to keep the freq range in the audio range.....The higher the freq range is the wider the bandwidth also 

becomes. 

 

Anyways back to my point, I don't think there is any way the injector VIC could use a PLL to find and lock on resonance. The injector on 

time and applied voltage on time is just too critical. I think this is why the injectors are so small while the coils inductance is so high. From 

my calculations I think the injector VIC operated at a constant frequency, around 5kHz. 

i used the equations in WFC memo 426 for a tapered resonant cavity... 

 

came up with .01677644pf 

 

i may be off.... but that's what my answer was ??? 

 

me and math dont get along... unless its rodin math ! :) lol 

 

 

and yes. one needs to look over the work of stan and they will see what you have described. i agree 

 

i also say that we will indeed get the injector to work before the "water cell" as there is less tuning and verables to worry about.  

 

"set it and for get it" hahaah  

 

~Russ 

Finally getting some where on converting the DWG files into Sketchup.  The scale is still way off, but at least it imported with components 

working.  I imported all the files into one Sketchup file.  If I can figure out how to fix the scaling problem I can then "blenderize" the sketchup 

files.:P   WaterInjector_6.2.12.skp.zip - 869.22 kB, downloaded 37 times. 

This may help some that is trying to mill the 10 thousands slots for the quinching disk.http://www.micro100distribution.com/pdf/endMills.pdf $28.20 

each 

ne of the misnomers in Stan's work is that when he says "Laser Energy" and  

using "Semiconductor Lasers" when he is actually referring to LED's.  I don't know why he did this.  Especially for the "Gas Gun" he 

referred to in as a "laser" in most of his documentation.  In "Birth Of A New Technology", page 23, he shows this  diagram with an LED 

Array with "Laser Energy" emitted from the LED's.   When you look at the "Gas Gun" photos you can see the 22 ohm resistors and the 

RED LED's he used for the construction.  They may be "pulsed" on and off at freqency,  but all appear to be just LED's.  I've looked at the 

diagrams for the "Laser Distributor" and it also appears to be a LED and interrupting disc system (like a mouse) for the timing and firing 

order.  Stan and Stephen are seen in the video released from last year testing the firing order of the system using the "laser distributor".  

 

And "Qunchening Circuits" are Flame Arrestors.   

http://open-source-energy.org/?action=dlattach;topic=552.0;attach=1407
http://www.micro100distribution.com/pdf/endMills.pdf
http://open-source-energy.org/?action=dlattach;topic=552.0;attach=1407


 

I just did a random search about this and here's what I found... and this may be what stan was referring to. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser_diode 

"A laser diode is a laser whose active medium is a semiconductor similar to that found in a light-emitting diode. The most common type of 

laser diode is formed from a p-n junction and powered by injected electric current. The former devices are sometimes referred to as 

injection laser diodes to distinguish them from optically pumped laser diodes." 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser 

The term "laser" originated as an acronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. 

 

By the way... This sounds like it should be in another thread... *shrug* might as well post it here 

It would be interesting to try these injectors on a turbine setup as well, it would give you more flexibility for a single larger injector.  You'd 

think it would make the timing/gating of the water injection easier, it would be a continuously flow.  

 Anyone working on any type of microturbine being run from HHO? 

 

Something like this would be cool to try it on, it's already setup for multiple fuel sources; 

http://www.capstoneturbine.com/_docs/CAP1100_Drive%20Solution_Range%20Extender_LR.pdf 

Hi All, 

  I thought I'd give an update on what is happening with the injector build. 

  Well the first piece is completed that piece is the center section with the quenching chamber. You can see that in the 3d pictures. The ball 

and spring is not installed yet. That piece was built pretty much without a hitch, wish I could say the same for the lower case. 

  It sure seemed like it would be a much simpler piece to build, bore a hole right. 

Well I did that but I could not get it to bore without some taper to it. So i found a ream I thought I could square out the hole and get the 

taper out of it. It was working fine till it got stuck. It was a really old ream and not too sharp like the one that was running it. To make a long 

story short it came out but not without a few scrapes inside the hole. So back to the the boring bar. 

  The hole is square now and it's time to put inside threads on the one open end. 

No problem right? I bore the hole to the size I think is right, you have to remember that these thread sizes are not the standard issue. I'm 

not quite done and the lathe decides not to start up, great, I take a week to figure out that it is the start capacitors. 

  This Lathe weighs 4 million pounds and the capacitor box is in the leg of the lathe along with the motor up against the wall with very little 

access to unbolt stuff, and I didn't want to move a 5 million pound lathe. 

If you wait long enough someone comes along and feels sorry for you or they need something done bad enough that they invest some 

motivational force to get you going to get done what you didn't want to do plus get some more done that you didn't want to do. And just so 

happens that's what happened. 

  I'll spare you the details about all that but I did get the lathe fixed. 

So now finish cutting the hole for the threads, no problem, right, wrong.  

I'm boring away I'm not taking a large cut I'm looking at the dial indicator to tell me when to stop cutting so I'm not looking at the actual work 

being done but when I do  Auw No, what happened? Somehow I didn't notice that the clearance  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser_diode
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser
http://www.capstoneturbine.com/_docs/CAP1100_Drive%20Solution_Range%20Extender_LR.pdf


on the tool wasn't there and it scraped the bore and tore it up pretty good really pretty bad. The only thing left to do is finish boring the hole 

I only have about .009 

left to cut out it looked really slim that I could salvage this, but no it don't look half bad a little big the first .100 but that should be ok. 

  Next step thread the bore back .550. This is where the real trouble starts I'm cutting threads with this real delicate cutting tip turning the 

lathe at 14 rpm everthing looks good. Now comes the time to check the first part to the second part that I'm working on. It doesn't even 

start, that's ok keep cutting threads. 

I take a few more cuts and try the part again, it goes in almost half way. Well what do I do? I'll try lapping the threads in with compound, 

hmm i don't have any compund, hmm I'll make some. So over to the grinder and get some grinding wheel 

dust and mix with oil and whalah lapping compound, more like supper sieze. 

I'm being carefull I turn the part back and forth nice and easy it's working yha! 

Oops it's stuck, stuck like really stuck, great i'm going to ruin two parts at the same time. Lord help me Jesus really I know how serious this 

is I'll be good honest. 

It comes out, there is some damage to the threads on the first piece but it's ok. 

 Not making fun here I am a Christian and i do take it seriously. 

After resting for a few minutes by the way this process is taking hours I start up the lathe and see something I didn't want to see the part 

has a slight wobble to it. 

Did it turn slightly in the chuck? If it did the threading tool won't match the threads  

in the part all is ruined again. The only thing to do is check the alighnment,I turn the chuck by hand for the 80 millionth t ime and carfully see 

if the tool is in the groove. I can't see it I'm too blind even with a magnifying glass so what do I do, somthing stupid of course I turn the 

chuck backward, right, to get the tool back in the open hoping that I can see where it had been. Wrong you don't turn the chuck backward 

crunch went the tool Nooooo Nooooo Noooo how dumb now what do I do. Wow looks like it's still lined up too bad it's broken time to finally 

trash this part. 

  Just a couple more cuts and it would have been done. You know if you look real close you can see that the front edge of the tool still has 

an edge, no,  yes, no, yes  who can tell let's try it. Well after all that and i can assure you there was more adventure the part was salvaged 

and by the looks of it without any outward sighn of trouble. 

   Hope everyones life is as successfull as this adventure was for me, 

Thanks, Scot 

I mailed you that tapers end mill! I'm not really tooled for stainless or real precision work so there is a little more pressure than usual but I 

like that too. 

 Russ I have the mill hope to be using it today. 

Getting pretty close to the finish. I think that maybe the porcilin part may have issues, could talk to you about that later i guess. 

Scot, take your time with that end mill. And try it on somthing else first for vibration. I think it will want to vibrate. Ps. If you brake it. Let me 

know. I will send you another one. I just broke the tip of the tapered end mill, I was being very careful. 

One thing I did that may have not been the right thing to do was to pre drill with a 

.089" drill.  

 I think it can be reground, maybe we can ask about the predrilling I did and maybe they can grind it a little different to accomidate that 

hole. hi scot when the hole is that small it would be aswell to use the end mill on its own i take it there is no tip cutter on your end mill now if 

the end mill will still do your job i would grind the front of it flat and make your hole just big enought to let it start this new hole will allow for 

the missing tip cutters and it will act as a slot mill ///I thought about that but I wouldn't be able to go all the way to the end because it's 

broke back further than .100"  

 Beside that the mill is carbide and cutting a good tip on it would be pretty difficult. 

I don't have a diamomd grinder and the green grinding wheel isn't accurate enough. 

Got more ideas Thanks, Scot  
Sorry Scot unfortunately nothing springs to mind at the moment I would think the margin for error for that taper is very small for it to be 

successfull  

egh, that sucks. well. its bound to happen... its tinny.  

 

ill get another one to you. just use that one for further testing.  

 

PS. i would have also just pree drilled it also. so maybe it had to Manny chips in it???   

thanks, ~Russ 

The only problem with predrilling is if the pilot hole is not big enought it will try and take a bigger chip out than the end mill is able for at the 

very start and it is not a tapered pilot hole which is the other problem 

Could you use a good drill bit sharpener on the bit that broke, then continue the tapered hole, as far as it will go, then when you receive the 

next bit from Russ, finish it out, may save breaking the new bit as well.:D 

yeah, that is what i was thinking. clean it up finish the taper ream and then just use the new one for the finish... if it works as i dont know 

how bad the bit is...  

I;m sorry i didnt see the thread earlier, I was in the tool & die trade for 35 years, having all types of machinery, CNC and others. the 

problem you had was you were probably useing a bridgeport or similar machine. these machines are NOT rigid enough to handle what you 

http://open-source-energy.org/?action=dlattach;topic=552.0;attach=1408;image
http://open-source-energy.org/?action=dlattach;topic=552.0;attach=1408;image


are doing. when you use a tapered end mill and doing it by hand the endmill wants to try to screw itself into the hole and its not possible to 

react to it fast enough by hand unless you lock the head down and very slowly crank the table up to where you needed to finish at. had all 

sorts of CNC equipment and believe me its a pain to do even with the right equipment... 

The pilot hole allowed the the mill to cut to much or to dig into the side and pull  

too hard on the mill and the burr left broke it. 

I don't want to use it for fear that it may scar the side of the taper, it has to be polished. 

I think a new tapered ream would work better or i could plug the hole i drilled and  

then try the new mill. 

What do you think? 

NOTE All, If I may add something here,,,Mr:Ken Black is absolutely correct is what he said in his post. It is very difficult, if not almost 

impossible to do this on a "manuel" style lathe or a small home style lathe for the simple reasons that was mentioned by Ken. The small 

manual lathes are not built for this type of tight tolerances or work to be honest. Drilling a pilot hole with a small drill bit is a big NO-NO, as 

soon as you start to drill a pilot hole with such a small drill bit it will wonder of to one side slightly before drilling, causing the hole to be a 

few thousands of centered, thus ruining your work. 

 If you wanted to drill a small pilot hole you would have to use a small center drill to do it, but for this application I do not think you need 

one. The end mill that I supplied should be able to cut into the SS (with the proper lathe and coolant), I will stress again that this should be 

done on a CNC lathe. No disrespect to Scot,  

I know he is doing his best with the equipment at his disposal, this is a very difficult part of the injector to make even when using a CNC. 

My hats of to you Scot for building the injector it is a very difficult part to make, I'm not trying to tell you or anyone here what to do, I'm 

simply sharing my experience and knowledge in machining and trying to help with this difficult part.  

Hi everyone. 

 

Good to see Art posting.  

 

I am working on an injector which is more like what he describes. I tried to simplify the design as I am no machinist. Also made mine from 

hex rod as he suggested and it looks great. 

 

 
 

Still have a good amount of work to do and things to buy before I can start testing. 

 

 

 

 



 

I think porcelain although being a ceramic would work, you can mold it and fire it. Plastic peek is used on hotends of 3d printers.:D 

f you are actually planning on installing and testing it on an engine you'll need something that can withstand the heat, and something with a 

low dielectric constant. Macor is what Meyer used, and if you read up on it you'll see why. Easy to machine, high heat toleration, low 

dielectric constant, and low expansion coefficient. The downside is that it's expensive. 

 

You can buy it on ebay from time to time. Expect a 1/2" dia x 12" rod stock to cost about 80 bucks. 

I'll have to look into that, sounds like what I want. Teflon has very high electrical resistance and 350 deg C, but it is very soft, don't know if 

that will handle the power stroke of a ICM. Even though the hole at the end of the injector is only 1/10th of an inch. Have you guys seen 

this website? The company's name is Professional Plastics, you can get their remnants cheap, but its a hodge podge. In the description it 

says the dimentions of the pieces in the grab bag, but great prices. They also have Macor. 

 

http://www.professionalplastics.com/cgi-bin/main/co_disp/displ/curpage/2/carfnbr/24 

cheapest i found  Macor 

 

http://www.astromet.com/macor.htm 

.5x 6” $63.00 

 

http://www.ceramicproductsinc.com/macor.html 

.5 x12” $ 81 

've seen these prices online as well, however the outside diameter of the ceramic is greater than .5", if you look where the o-ring cavity 

area is, the diameter is .565", kind of a bummer for us to have to buy 5/8 - $109! 

============================================================ 

What do you guys think about water pressure through the injector? 

 

Meyer's TB states up to 125psi. However, when we are testing and the injector is not installed in an engine we want to be careful. If the 

injector works and we push too much water through it who knows how big that flame will be. 

 

Just to be on the safe side I want to use a lower pressure and flow rate. 

My only question is: What pressure would be required to push water through the .01" gap? 

 

Right now I'm looking at some standard fuel pumps which put out about 10psi max@ 30GPH. I will be using 3/8 ID fuel hose and fittings. 

NOTE  

USE ,  Aqua Mist.   Warm Regards Dan Secure Supplies www.securesupplies.biz 

Options, coffee machine pump, water high sprayer pump 

Meyer actually used a fuel pump to pump the water. 

 

Don saw the buggy and confirmed this, he also said the pump was a marine type fuel pump. The Tech Brief also confirms that a pump was 

used. (See attached picture from chapter 3 of the Tech Brief above). 

 

That plastic harwood tank would not be able to hold steam without melting. All the steam resonator does it heat the water enough to keep it 

from freezing. 

http://www.professionalplastics.com/cgi-bin/main/co_disp/displ/curpage/2/carfnbr/24
http://www.astromet.com/macor.htm
http://www.ceramicproductsinc.com/macor.html
http://www.securesupplies.biz/


 

You can use the pump used in the methanol water system. 

 

Thanks for sharing your experiences with us. 

 

Hello every one, 

 

I'd like to post my current progress on the injector. 

 

Attached is a picture of the insulator (not fully machined yet) made of Teflon and my probe that is lathed down to the 2.2~° point described 

in the prints. I have polished this with a cloth wheel and caulk. Very slick! Going on my own dimensions for the rest though, just for proof of 

concept. Going to use my ham radio that put out up to 100watts if necessary from anything between 0-30Mhz, this should provide some 

good results. Also I am going to try and do something with my neon transformer, rectified and perhaps try 240VAC? If I screw up my probe, 

I can build them by the dozens, but the housings not so much. I will probably experiment with just a simple spray nozzle like in another post 

that suggests paint sprayer. Get a gap that is sufficient that wont cause direct arcing but still electrolysis and yet potent enough to ignite the 

gases, pump enough water through to see if we can't make a torch.  

 

Thought about using a direct injector from modern day cars as they have their own way of producing high pressures or regulating high 

pressures. Also for the steam or water vapor I've been bouncing ideas off of co-workers about using piezo-electric humidification.  



 



 



 

Yeah, I'm liking it a lot! Tried the quenching circuits as well, however i think my tool steel was tipped a little and it broke off. Will give it 

another shot tonight. Maybe use a fly cutter instead of the lathe. 

 

BTW, I didn't have to mark my chuck on the lathe. Just use a torpedo level on each of the three jaws of the chuck, works great! 

 

My positive probe is 3/16 rod, Teflon larger diameter is 1/2 smaller is 3/8.  

 

I'll keep u guys up to date! 

 

Yes very similar to original, however standard measurements, and my probe ended up a little longer than to drawings. 

 

Thought about using cintered bronze but wasn't sure on corrosion. 

 

I used a block of 3/8 x3/8 tool steel, ground it down to .01" thick just on the end. Chucked up my part with the circular water channel 

already machined. Then put lathe in a really low gear to prevent turning. Put torpedo level on each jaw of chuck, shaved off .0015" with the 

tool until .01" was acheived with a mag mounted dial indicator. 

 

I'll post pictures tonight of each step. Got the inner body and insulator done. Just have to thread the inner body for retension nut and outer 

body. 

 

But like I said I will post pics tonight when I get back to it. 

 

Next week I won't get anywhere on this because I will be on a different shift. But the following week, back at it! 

 

73's 

 

-  edit  (found time)  - 

 

Here you can see that I was able to put the level on the jaw of the chuck and then keep it level. I then ran the carriage forward and back 

while increasing the depth of the tool by .0015" 

[attachment=2067] 

 

Here is a close up on the tooling/cutting. 

[attachment=2068] 



 

And final product, just a prototype, I think the next one i will get the 0.010" end mill and use the CNC! 

[attachment=2069] 



 



 



 



So here is what i accomplished last night..... 

 

I know, lost the water way path, or that ledge around the out side, but i figure if it causes problems i could take off the 10-20 thou and redo 

the quenching 

 

 

Well, got moved to second shift and have been doing a lot of PLC backups lately, so not enough time to get back to this. Hoping within the 

next couple months I can. Its unfortunate that nobody else has posted for a while. I thought the program I used to get updates to my phone 

crashed, but there just hasn't been that much posted.  

 

Still got to make the back cap and the front cap, I will probably thread the front cap so it will fit in a 5hp Tecumseh motor for testing 



reasons. 

 

I seen that one of the members (can't remember who it is now because its been a couple months) are using an Arduino, I was going to 

suggest that as it is very versitle, i have one and i was going to use it for christmas light controller this year unless i get my injector made.  

 

Anyway happy expirmenting, hope to hear from someone doing something awesome soon! 

I believe the 3D files already created can be used for printing as long as they are scaled correctly.  You may even be able to send the files 

to shapeways.com to have them printed in stainless steel.http://www.shapeways.com/materials/steel 

 As for printing with current RepRap technology, they would not hold up to heat and pressure conditions of an internal combustion engine.  

 

Nate 

I saw those,but the parts are separated,i was refering to the whole injector in one file,thanks! 

Does anyone know if the probe is supposed to be a press-fit inside the ceramic insert?  And is the fitment between the ceramic insert and 

water inlet housing a press-fit?  The drawing dimensions are somewhat inaccurate.  I don't see how the probe with a 4-40 thread is going to 

fit through a .1094 dia hole in the ceramic insert.  The company I work for has asked me to build one of these and there seem to be a 

bunch of fitment issues.  Any info or suggestions would be greatly appreciated. Thanks 

-Tiffany Our 3D printer is +-.010 which would not help fitting these parts together since the tolerances seem to be much smaller.  What is 

the tolerance on your 3D printer? 

======== 

I would think  its more to do with the size of the gap which the droplets have to traverse through. Lowering the pressure at one end is going 

to increase the pressure differential from one end of  the injector to the other , my experiment was quite simple and I was looking at 

something else, it just so happened that I found water mist wont travel though a small orifice as droplets, it reverts back to bulk water. In 

this case its not water vapour turning into a Liquid ( condensation) its droplets colliding into each other and coalescing ( I did refer to 

condensation in previous post but its not technically correct, I was trying to get a point across).  

My intuition is you wont get any mist going through the injector even at high pressure differentials, 

the only way to find out really is to try it. What is max pressure differential across the injector? 

80-120psi??? My experiment was low pressure, maybe 10psi max ( guesstimate). It had puzzled me for a long time, but my fortuitous 

experiment lead me to think that its bulk water in the voltage zone. 

 

I'm quite certain stans injector is acting in same way as the wfc ( bulk water in contact between two electrodes), in order to split a water 

droplet into hho which may or may not have contact with the plates is a completely different thing and I strongly doubt it has anything to do 

with the injector.  Stans circuitry is designed for water having contact with the electrodes and a certain capacitance of that water, a droplet 

between two plates will behave in a different manner, and there doesn't appear to be any electronics of stans to tackle that scenario. 

ve just read over stans patent for the injector: 

http://www.waterfuelcarengine.com/patent-water-fuel-injection-system.html 

In his patent he does not mention at all that the water mixture returns to bulk liquid form. He does mention the pressure ( 126psi plus) and 

he states the water is still in droplet form within the voltage zone. He also states the water is still acting as a capacitive element in the 

circuit. 

This does give the possibility of a simple experiment to determine if stan was correct....... 

under 126psi does water mist exit the injector nozzle as mist? If it exits as mist he is correct, if it exits as liquid he was incorrect. I know that 

under low pressure conditions ( 10-20psi) that water mist will not travel through a 1/100th gap as mist, it will revert back to bulk liquid ( 

probably by collisions between the droplets). 

An alternative experiment would be can water mist remain as a mist under 125psi in a vessel? 

If stan was correct it would also mean that water does not need to be in direct contact with the electrodes to still act as a capacitive 

member of the circuit ( i.e. droplets surrounded by gaseous molecules will still work). 

I've never seen any evidence that stan ever got the injector working, not that it means it cant be made to work........can anyone put 126psi 

or higher though an injector with ultrasonic water mist and see if mist or bulk liquid comes out the injector? 

My guess is liquid water will come out......not mist......that doesn't mean the injector cant be made to work, it would be a reason to continue 

as it would make more sense to me if the water in the injector zone was bulk water ( with dissolved gases), then I think you would have a 

chance to get it working. 

 

 

http://www.shapeways.com/materials/steel
http://www.waterfuelcarengine.com/patent-water-fuel-injection-system.html


 

Just looking at videos by electro on youtube, 
 

 

he tests a version of stans injector with steam at 4bar ( approx 60psi), the steam exits the nozzle as steam, not converted back to bulk 

liquid. Assuming the gap is 1/100th inch it looks likely stan is correct. Though I'm not sure if steam is  water in the form of droplets? 

It appears steam is a form of water droplet, in the order of microns in size, very small droplets. 

While trying to find info on structure of steam I came across this patent: 

http://www.google.com/patents/US6623241 

 

It has some info on droplet sizes and coalescence of droplets. It looks once again that stan is correct. 

If we are talking about the states of matter; water in particular, we have ice, liquid water and steam.  A condition where there are droplets is 

probably a combination of two states where there is water droplets and steam, but it could also be water droplets and air.  

 

Having worked with superheated steam, I can tell you that it is purely a gaseous form of water, there are no droplets.  It is just like Nitrogen 

gas.  However, once this steam loses heat below the boiling point it will begin to condense, preferably on objects that are cooler, but it will 

condense suspended too and form water droplets.  I would then call this water vapor as it contains droplets and steam, but still has no air 

or other contaminants in it. 

thanks for clarifying Matt. There is of course much known about different states of water, 

there will be formulas available for all sorts of things on this topic. It may well be that the temperature of the injector will also be a variable 

to consider. I'm not sure if there would be any value in going into formulas to determine if the injector is going to liquify the water droplets 

into bulk water. 

It does seem to me to be a fairly important aspect of the injector though, to determine if its working on water droplets or bulk water, or some 

combination. Since the wfc works on bulk water, 

and there appears to be no major changes in the electronics from wfc to the injector, it would make sense to me, that the injector works 

using condensed droplets of bulk water. 

It is certainly clear in stans patent he is saying the water is in the from of droplets in the voltage zone of the injector, I might dig out a few 

formulas in my spare time and try do some basic calculations on the voltage zone. 

There are a couple of parameters that can be used: 

dimensions of the voltage zone ( cone with 0.01" gap) and 126 psi or above. 

Temperature of the voltage zone might be similar to a spark plug on standard petrol car, I'm not sure if a car on hho will be higher engine 

temp or lower? 

It would be really nice if someone could test an injector with water mist from ultrasonic mister. 

If you can see steam then I would assume it contains some droplets? Otherwise it will be invisible would that be correct? 

http://www.google.com/patents/US6623241


If it is invisible when it first comes out and then turns to visible vapor some distance away, I would suspect it's steam.  Keep in mind though 

this is at atmospheric temperature.  At 1 psi absolute (like you may find during the intake stroke), this could happen at room temperature, 

only you may not see the vapor since everything in the engine is at or higher than the dew point. 

 

I tend to agree with you the injector probably works based on bulk water for the reason there simply isn't enough volume or flow rate to 

produce HHO at the rate needed by the engine.  If you convert liquid straight into HHO gas, you wouldn't need much water, but if you 

attempted to convert steam or even water vapor to HHO gas, the diameter of the injector simply could not handle the necessary flow 

rate.  The injector itself would in effect become a critical orifice and no amount of pressure behind it would increase flow rate 

what if the jet hits an object to ricochet off ?   I know if you hit some thing  with hi presure hose , theres a secondary mist . 

 what Im suggesting is similar to the tip on a spark plug 

Well, if it's HHO coming out the tip of the injector, I'm not clear what you are picturing. 

there is a device that uses impact water to run an engine, water at rediculous pressure hits a target in the engine, the velocity of the water 

jet is so high, the water breaks up into h and o, and 

gives off energy I guess when it recombines, this guy has some working engines using the principle 

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrrh-5qL4eaJKThQLwvnUWA 

if its only gas then its pneumatic , but if there is water within the main injector body then its liquid over gas ,which is hydraulics . 

Ive heard about high presure breaking water by impact .....  which goes against the vacuum theory of decompression pulling water apart . 

Id expect the high presure water to cut the jet orifice , theoretically with bearing surfaces , the harder surface gets worn down.... if the jet 

doesnt wear , then the water or gas (both) is harder than the metal :0/ 

 

rally cars in the 70s + 80s had water injection before rules were applied and water injection was banned. 

Where are the results of testing the injector with the correct vic coil? 

So now that some people have the injectors, surely someone is trying to split water with them? 

Can anyone post some results good or bad of testing the injectors with water under pressure and  

the vic coil and associated electronics?  

The test referred in the video of a compressional wave, I believe stan was referring to compression of the electrical wave, not anything to 

do with the shape of a water stream coming out the end of the injector. 

It should be possible to have a flame come out the end of the injector, now that would be impressive, my hat goes off to all the 

work/expense some have put into making the injector. 

I'm sure there are alot of people out there waiting to see if anyone can actual split water with it, 

surely someone is doing that? 

I've said it once, and I've said it more times than i can count. There is no one going to get the water-injector to work without knowing how to 

build a VIC for it. It is more complex than the one for the water fuel cell. If and When people starts to understand the VIC for the water fuel 

cell and Gas Processor, Then and only then will anyone have a chance at the water-injector. Those that has one just as well carry it around 

in there front pants pocket for show and tell. For that is all it will ever be worth to them, until they get around to understanding the VIC for 

the fuel cell first. 

 

Not trying to be mean or anything, But the truth is the truth! Prove me wrong, and I will be the first to admit it to everyone. 

 

Stan would have love to had this guy to make the slide shows for him, for he does a great job at that. (Giving credit where credit is due.) 

But that guy has no clue how the VIC will ever work for the water injector. 

As you seen and he told in the video, they are several things taking place all through the injector plug.  

He put's on a good show and reads word for word out of the Tech Brief, But lets see if he ever builds a VIC to do all those things he says is 

going on all through out the plug. 

 

This is all the water that the plug is spraying into the engine per cycle. I don't call this a stream of water. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrrh-5qL4eaJKThQLwvnUWA


 

 

The VIC for the water fuel cell is one of the most simplest versions of the VIC. If people can't get it to do what it is suppose to do, how in the 

world is anyone going to understand the complexity of the water-injector version? Beyond me! 

 

Knowing what i know about the water fuel cell VIC, I am being honest here, I doubt that I could ever build a VIC for the water injector. 

I just can't see myself working out all the math involved in making the VIC do the job of the fuel cell and gas processor all  wrapped up in 

one package with a gap as small as it has. 

 

Please tell me, I want to know the thinking behind this. 

 

Thanks Webmug for that post, It shows a man that has did his homework. Great Job. 

 And you are exactly right about the 6 cell vers. 10 cells. I made the 6 cell because of the cost vers. the 10 cell so I could prove to myself i 

could get it to work. I have no clue if It can produce enough gas to run an engine without running it through a couple gas processors. I'm 

sure one gas processor will not do the job. If I have to I can build a 10 cell if need be. Just didn't want to keep throwing money at something 

if i could get it working. 

 

Again I am very surprised at the work and research you have put into your post. And it is very accurate information. 

to  gpssonar: 

 

I thought the injector vic had been copied from one in stans estate? so no need to design it from scratch, russ posted a video of an injector 

vic copy of original of stans estate? 

@ brettly, 

Yes Russ made a vic for the injector, and a video to go along with it. You can ask him what his success was with it. I have 4 or 5 sets of 

bobbins for it here that i machined. They are on the self somewhere collecting dust. Russ got some of Stan's SS wire when it was being 

sold or given out to people. Try getting your hands on some coated SS wire you will be paying big bucks for it. Then you will know why my 

bobbins are on the self collecting dust. Didn't take me long to forget about that project real fast. I believe in everything Stan made. But I am 

not going into a territory that is going to cost me an arm and leg to get off the ground. 

I see in another thread you posted all the data related to stans wfc vic from original of stans ( via don). 

Do you have or have you posted the data for the injector vic? 

Can I confirm the picture below is believed to be stans vic that goes with the injector? 

( there are cheap sources of coated ss wire but are somewhat thicker than that required infortunately, if its possible to use thicker ss wire 

then it can be done cheaply). 

examples of cheap stainless steel coated wire ( down to 0.3mm dia, not thin enough I know, but it shows that ss wire doesn't need to be 

expensive by any means) 

http://www.aliexpress.com/wholesale?catId=0&initiative_id=SB_20160102215700&SearchText=stainless+steel+tiger+tail 

 

or coated stainless steel fishing line ( 10lb breaking strain seems to be about the thinnest, equates to 0.15mmdia or 0.008inch?) such as 

this one on amazon 

http://www.amazon.com/Woodstock-Stainless-Steel-Fishing-Wire/dp/B0084ORP7K 

 

seems there are plenty of ss 304 type coated fishing wire available. 

What thickness is required for stans injector vic? 

question regarding the injector quenching disc as per firepinto picture below which I've annotated. 

does the water flow through the channels only, or does it flow across the whole structure ( blue arrow with red cross through it)? 

http://www.aliexpress.com/wholesale?catId=0&initiative_id=SB_20160102215700&SearchText=stainless+steel+tiger+tail
http://www.amazon.com/Woodstock-Stainless-Steel-Fishing-Wire/dp/B0084ORP7K


 

something else i've noticed, there is a water jacket that extends inbetween the inner and outer stainless sections on the splitting zone end. 

This cylinder of water is 2.54mm in thickness, 

what is the purpose of this cylinder of water? cooling? acoustic resonance? The injector could be build without this cylinder of water, so 

there must be some reason for it. The length of the water jacket of cylinderical shape is 2.285" ( 58mm). There is an 'o'ring at the end of the 

thread I assume to stop water escaping or am I miss reading the plans? 

diagram below explains what I'm talking about: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



just to answer my previous question ( shown in previous diagram name 'quench') : if the water has to cross the quenching disc through the 

radial slots of the disc, it appears from dimensions that the water can cross any part of the quenching disc as there is a 0.01" gap. 

see diagram below: red circles indicate lengths of the relevant parts 2.685-2.675 gives 0.01" gap. 

Gap shown as blue line indicating a space for water. ( the water distribution cavity is also another 0.01" lower, which would mean a 

0.02gap for water across the water distribution cavity. 

( unless there is an error in the diagram dimensions). The o-ring would need to be such that the metal surfaces near the o-ring will be 

touching each other when the parts are screwed together. 

I'm thinking there is an error on the dimensions and that the 0.01" gap shown as blue line is not meant to be there. 

If the dimensions are correct it would mean there is a water jacket inbetween these parts as shown in my previous post. 

 

i did show on a post some time ago, there was an error on stans diagram for the dimensions of another part, 

 

so my guess is this is another error.  

Stan was not perfect, but it does make it difficult to know exactly how the injector is supposed to work. It will be difficult to know the purpose 

of making the outer jacket so long, whether its to keep the o-ring cool being further away from the engine,or to heat up the water using the 

injector heat ( it should get pretty hot), or whether the water jacket I've identified plays a role in the injector resonance or other function. 

If the water jacket is supposed to be there, it might be for acoustic resonance?  

It seems stan had matched the inner/outer tubes on the tube type wfc by using a slot to tune the outer pipe to the inner pipe, could it be this 

water jacket is playing a similar role?  

There is an o-ring there for a reason, to stop water leaking out, so maybe the water jacket is supposed to be there.........I dont know! 

 



another pic showing where water might be in the injector, voltage zone, and another zone of unknown purpose. I'm just assuming that the 

water/gas mix in droplet form that goes into the injector, goes back to liquid form once in the distribution cavity. 

 

 

 

voltage zone water gap = 0.254mm 

cylinder jacket water gap = 2.54mm 

a factor of exactly 10.  

from some calcs ( in my research information sharing thread) 

292khz gives concentric acoustic resonant maxima in voltage zone ( 1/2 wavelength maxima at electrode surfaces), 

Since the water jacket width is 2.54mm, it would mean you would fit 10maxima in that zone at same frequency, Perhaps no coincidence 

water jacket zone is exactly 10times as wide as voltage zone water gap width. It would mean that jacket of water also has standing waves 

concentric in nature ( could they act a bit like a drum or other resonator) amplifying the voltage zone acoustic resonance... ......who 

knows!!?? 

I'm guessing here, perhaps the longitudonal length of the voltage zone to the water jacket, is also some integer value, so that resonance is 

also occuring with longitudonal waves in voltage zone, but also in the water jacket zone. 

The zone where the two water zones interact acoustically, would be where the quenching disc is located........just guessing..some 

interaction going on there also. 

0.254mm gap above the quenching disc also suggests acoustic resonance for that thin sheet of water which goes over quenching disc. 

ust looking more closely at stans dimesions for the injector. 

I've used his drawing and taken off irrelevant dimensions. 

Below shows the length of the water jacket, using stans dimensions. 

It is 2.125" length  diagram below. 

 



 

compare with dimensions stan gives for the inner ss tube ( water inlet housing): 

there appears to be a discrepency in dimensions. I previously showed a 0.01" gap at the end of the quenching disc, even not taking that 

into account he has given two different dimensions for the 

placement of the thread on the inner ss tube ( which would give the longitudonal wavelength of the water jacket bewteen the inner/outer ss 

tubes). 

he gives 2.285" for that length in the inner ss tube ( water inlet housing): see pic below 

but he gives 2.125" for the outer ss tube ( plug housing)( picture above in previous post).  

Thats a difference of 0.16" for what should represent the same dimension. 

If you take into account the 0.01" gap I mentioned earlier, the dimensions are still not same on both diagrams.......so there is some error 

there......how to decipher the plug then becomes quite an issue. I realise some people have already had injector plugs made at great 

expense, how did they overcome these errors in stans drawings? 

I'm not sure how you overcome these dimensional errors when trying to replicate the injector, 

it might prove difficult to get it to work unless exact dimensions are known. Especially since the gaps involved can be as small as 0.01", 

and there appears an error on the scale of 0.16", 

its going to be quite a task. 

( hope some people will check my calculations also) 

 



\ 

 

\I haven't been looking for dimensional errors, just trying to work out some numbers for acoustic resonance, and trying to nut out how the 

injector works. But it seems there are alot of errors in the dimensions from stans estate injector drawings......damn. 

I think I would assume that the quenching disc sits hard against the outer ss housing ( plug housing), so that water is forced through the 

small 0.01" slots ( perhaps the method to force droplets to coalesce for the voltage zone), that the water jacket space plays no role in the 

device, 

and the long length of the outer ss housing, is to keep the rubber o-ring somewhat cooler, rather than having it very close to the engine ( 

near the voltage zone end). Where heat might damage it over time. 

Very frustrating though to find dimensions are not 100% spot on. 

I think the people that built injectors found problems with dimensions too, and just built it by what they thought made sense.  We have to 

take into consideration that these are just patent drawings and not drawings that a machinist should use for production.  From a drafting 

standpoint, there are a lot more problems with the drawing than just wrong dimensions.  There are a lot of superfluous dimensions, which 

means things have double dimensions that will conflict each other tolerance wise.  There is also no datum points to measure the 

dimensions from.  All this has to do with tolerance stacking.  Dimension numbers on paper don't mean anything if it isn't physically possible 

to machine the part with in tolerances.  The way it is dimensioned now(not counting bad dimensions), if you took it to a machinist he could 

machine it with wrong dimensions and get away with it.  Checking the part with a caliper would be done just like the dimensions are 

shown.  That leaves a lot of room for error (tolerance stack). 

 

Drawing models in 3D is one thing, but producing a drawing that puts it into production is another.  A drawing is a legal document, it has to 

be dimensioned so that it can only be interpreted one way.  Or someone is going to lose money. 

 

from stans dimensions ( and pythagoras theorem) length of the inner injector is 0.9959" along the slope. So close enough to one inch, 

using 2.125 ( 2 1/8") as the length of water jacket between ss tubes ( 2.54mm gap). Gives ratio of 1:2.125.....if acoustic resonance along 

the length is playing any role in voltage zone and water jacket combined, thats the ratio ( using one set of dimensions). 

Lets say voltage zone is open at one end ( quenching disc at other end), and water jacket is open one end ( quenching disc) then not sure 

if I can make sense of those dimensions when looking at acoustic resonance, perhaps water jacket is considered closed at one end, and 

the voltage zone considered open both ends, might be able to make some sense of that ration in that case. 
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